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VOL,. VII.
GAM
--“THAT THY WAY MAY EE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
WEDNESDAY. MAY 10, 1837. O. 26.
CONDUCTED BY
AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Charleston Gospel Messenger. 
EASTER HYMN.
Translated from the German.
I know that my Redeemer lives:
What comfort this sweet sentence gives! 
He lives, he lives, who once was dead;
He lives, ny everlasting head ;
He lives, triumphant from the grave,
He lives, eternally to sa'-e;
He lives, all glorious in the sky 
He lives, exalted there on high ;
He lives, to bless me with his love;
He lives, to plead for me abo»e;
He 1 ivts, my hungi,. sml to feed ;
He lives, to help in time of need;
lie lives, to grant me fresh supply ; 
He lives, to guide me with his eye ; 
lie lives, to comfort me when faint; 
He lives, to hear my soul’s complaint;
He lives, to silence all my fears;
He lives, to stop and wipe my tears ; 
lie lives, to calm my troubled heart ; 
He lives, all blessings to impart ;
He lives, my kind, wise, heavenly friend ; 
lie lives, and loves me to the end;
He lives, and while he lives, I’ll sing;
He lives, my prophet, priest and king ;
He I ives, and grants me daily breath ; 
lie lives, ar.d 1 shall conquer death ;
He lives, my mansion to prepare ;
He lives to bring me safely there ;
He 1 ives, all glory to his name ; 
lie lives, my Jesus, still the same;
Oil, the sweet joy this sentence gives,
I know that my Redeemer lives !
mental exertion, of which perhaps the thought 
would not have occurred to them in the absence 
of joy. We offer no proof of what we now af­
firm, but make our appeal directly to human 
consciousness. No one who reflects on the his­
tory of his own mental states aud operations 
can call it in question. To every one the mat 
ter is ascertain as consciousness itself. Nor is 
it inexplicable. Happiness is the ultimate end 
of rational being.' All sentient being indeed, 
of whatever nature, languishes and pines when 
kept back from the final end of its existence: it 
is, on the other hand, in its state of greatest per­
fection, when it perfectly enjoys that end: It is 
so with the mind of man; joy is its ultimate 
end; in possesion of that end, all its faculties are 
in their best condition. We only add, if other 
kinds of joy have an invigorating influence on 
the mind, much more must that incomparably 
higher joy of which we speak.
Again, as this feeling imparts such life to the 
mind itself so does it brighten bv this means, 
the objects of intellection. Its influence in this 
respect is sometimes as it a new sun had been 
created to irradiate the world in which mind 
moves. You yesterday read Milton with a 
wearied heart, and fell asleep over the sublime 
glories of fits page; this morning you perused 
the same page with a spirit refeshed by sweet 
and sufficient sleep, and you were amazed and 
overpowered, by its wondrous creations of fancy 
and taste. The world of Faith, the world re­
vealed in the gospel a short time since, when 
you endeavored to think upon it, with a soul 
almost dead to spiritual excellence, was nearly
the region of emptiness and darkness; now
T HE O BSE It V E II.
SPIRITUAL JOY.
is the achiever of almost every good orJoy
noble thing which is done under the sun.— 
There is nothing like it to make the spirit of man 
erect,resolute,persevering,patient and indefati­
gable. Almost universally, where there is great 
labor,at least, available labor,there is also great 
mental delight. The exceptions do but con­
firm the general principle. /Men may be im­
pelled to labor by ambition,by necessity,by fear, 
by avarice; but unless their labor becomes it­
self delight, what great thing, or noble thing, 
or what thing worthy of their pains, do they or­
dinarily accomplish? Consult the sons of the 
muses, the toilers at deep investigation and ex­
act analysis, the makers of those books; the best 
products of human labor, that comes forth into 
the community like living luminaries to pour 
the light and heat of mind through ages to 
come; consult all successful aitists, jurists, 
statesmen, merchants and agriculturists, and 
you will find that these several classes of la­
borers are held to their respective sorts of work 
mainly by the chord of sensible delight and 
pleasureable interest in the object of attention. 
Who would anticipate brilliant success from any 
course of exertion in which the man went for-
when the spirit of a revival sheds its life through 
your bosom, that world of invisible glory eclip­
ses the world of sense and absorbs the powers 
and sensibilities of your being. What was the 
Holy one to you, some weeks ago, when you 
pretended to worship him, with a dull and 
worldly heart: what is he now, when a joyful 
sense of his excellency draws from your breast 
the ardent exhortation to those who know noth­
ing of your blessedness, to taste and see that the 
Lord is good? What a difference in'the char­
acter of the Saviour at present, from what he 
seemed to you then? The whole Bible, the 
whole subject of religion bow immensely differ­
ent. Yet the whole of this difference is the re­
sult ofspiritual delight in your own mind. The 
joy of the Lord then, is it not your strength?— 
If you had an angel’s power, what could you do 
with no distinct views of the objects with which 
those powers are conversant?
Attend, next, for a moment, to the influence 
ofspiritual pleasure on the performance of devo­
tional exercises. Who is it that has grown wea­
ry of his closet, his' Bible, his domestic altar 
the meeting for prayer, and the solemn servi­
ces of the Sabbath? Could you inspect the 
heart of such a person is it probable that you 
would find it the abode of much religious enjoy­
ment? Do you think it would be possible to 
discover any thing in such a man’s heart, to 
justify his saying with the spiritually minded 
Psalmist, one day in the courts of the Lord is 
better than a thousand? No one I am sure could 
believe it possible. A deserter from the throne 
ofgrace, a neglectei of devotional duties, is one 
who takes little or no delight in the performance 
of those duties. To him who has heavenly joy 
springing up in his mind, the sanctuary, the
plain anecdote inform us how much wealth or­
dinarily accomplishes for its possessor.
In one of our chief cities, a poor woman with 
a little child at her side, was discovered by a 
friend dissolved in tears of thankfulness and joy 
in view of the pittance of bread and water that 
was to supply their immediate wants. So much 
care of her by a kind Providence, with the pros­
pect of its continuance, was matter of unfeign­
ed gratitude to heaven, ar.d a source of content 
forthe wants of this life.
In the same city, was a lady ot great posses­
sions, but having about ten thousand dollars 
involved in some of the transactions of our gen­
eral government at the South W est. I he af­
fair, after some delay, was brought to a close, 
when the lady’s attorney called upon her to 
make a final arrangement. She was found pale, 
emaciated, and almost haggard in her appear­
ance. When asked if she was ill; ‘'No, said 
she. but I am so troubled, I cannot even sleep. 
Only think, they have given me nothing but 
the principal. I have lost ail my interest of 
that money.” Here was misery: Why? not 
from the need of wealth, but from the want of 
more than was needed. From this, as from 
numerous other cases, we are taught, that how­
ever riches may supply some part of our com­
mon necessities tlfey can never reach our wants. 
These last are often increased, beyond measure 
by the very means that we adopt and secure 
for their supply, so that every dollar nominally 
gained is really and not seldom irrecoverably 
lost.
Who then are the poor? I answer: all who 
have either urisupplied needs or wants. Riches 
may leave unsupplied the chief necessities of 
our nature, while at the same time they may 
actually increase the felt wants ot their posses­
sor, and in both ways may fail to “make rich.” 
On the other hand.it is also to be admitted that 
in poverty, the poor may also be found. While 
suffering’the evils of common privations, they 
often fail to secure that better part, which alone 
is true riches. Still, the circumstance that our 
Saviour has declared, “Blessed are ye poor, 
for yours is the kingdom of Heaven,” forces us 
to conclude, those in poverty according to this 
world’s estimate, are least frequently among 
the truly poor; and on the supposition, “all is 
well that ends well,” may at last be found to 
have furnished the greatest number ot the truly 
rich. If this be not the result, the fault must 
be entirely their own; their circumstances are 
infinitely more favorable, as human nature now 
is than the blessed of this world enjoy.
C. S. A.
From the Gospel Messenger.
It was a snowy Sunday in the month of April 
1835, that an American entered an ancient look­
ing stone church, in a village of a Swiss canton 
not tar distant from Basle, it was Easter day.
There were two doors of entrance, one at the 
side, and one at the gable end. The latter for 
the females, who occupied the half of the
ward under some other impulse than that of 
lively interest in his work? Where there is no 
delight, the heart will not be found, and what 
can*a man do in one sphere, when his heart 
But we need not enlarge on thiscanis in another? . , , . ,
All men see it, feel it, perfectly under­point.
stand it. It is responded to from the breast o. 
every living soul.
Now, our remark is this, that the principle is 
as true in its application to man's moral agency 
as to his physical or intellectual. It is joy, for 
the most part, that makes men industrious arid 
indefatigable in the fulfilment of moral claims 
and undertakings. This is the great principle 
of Christian attainment: of holy zeal and enter­
prise in the people of God. Why should it not 
be so? Would it not be surprising and unac­
countable to find it otherwise?—Should we not 
ask with wonder, how' is it that a principle which 
holds good in every other department of ration­
al agency, should fail in this department?— 
AreDtbe laws of nature violated in the spiritual 
kingdftm? No,reason requires us to believe that 
this is the very sphere, in which, above others 
the efficiency of this influence is discovered.— 
The influence itself exists here in a far nobler 
kind than any where else. The joy of the 
Lord is as far above all other kinds of joy as 
holiness is better than other kinds of excellence. 
The just conclusion is, that the effects of this 
joy are proportionally superior; the conclusion 
of common sense, confirmed by the universal 
testimony of Scripture and experience. It may 
however be useful to enter somewhat particular­
ly,into an examination of the tendencies of this 
feeling, to enquire, in several instances, into the 
ways m which its efficacy is exerted and discov­
ered.
We observe then in tine first place, that joy 
gives life and spirit to4all the mental powers and 
operations. A delighted mind is full of bright­
ness and alertness, finds action easy, has all its 
faculties at command, and exerts them with in­
tensity of application. Under the vivifying ef­
fusions of joy, imagination awakes, perception 
becomes acute, the range of observation is en­
larged, judgment is invigorated, memory is 
sharpened, taste refined, the whole soul, in short 
is instinct with the spirit of intellectual life, and 
waits only for the orders of the will to put forth 
its utmost energies,and to accomplish the high 
est results of which it is capable. And the will 
itself is in a great degree, influenced, if not de­
termined by joy. It is when men have delight 
in the things about which their volitions and 
purposes are conversant, that they form bold 
and firm resolutions; then it is that they decide 
freely and promptly to enter upon courses of
a subject at all times—especially at the present 
—fraught with no common interest. I would 
that I could communicate to others, a portion 
of that feeling which an acquaintance of some 
years with him, who was the subject of the obit­
uary notice in the last Churchman, has inspir­
ed me. And were it only to add the simple, 
heartfelt assent to the remarks there madp: to 
re-echo the voice that proclaim the virtues of 
the early dead—I could not forbear thus doing 
it. Though it can belong only to those who 
knew Mr. Breneman, to declare that a place now 
remains vacant among the younger servants of 
the Church, which will not easily be filled: yet 
it is not unreasonable to suppose, that many will 
shed a tear for him, whose worth they may 
know alone by this, his dying lament: “to die, 
and to have done nothing—1 would that it could 
be otherwise, bat thy wiil, O God, not mine be 
done.” It was the lament of a noble spirit, it 
was the sighing of a dying Christian heart.— 
Six long years had his spirit desired to devote 
itself to the service of its God. It was eager to
I regard it as truly their duty to study and obey 
the laws on which God has made their life mid 
health to depend, as it is to study and obey the 
revealed principles of religion. If they, at much 
expense ot time and means, have been educat­
ed and prepared for usefulness in the cause of 
humanityand religion,theyhave no right to throw 
their lives awayjnor unnecessarily to jeopardize 
them through ignorance. Our missionai ies 
may go to any country, inhabited by human be­
ings, and enjoy the fullest measure of health 
thereof which the human constitution is capa­
ble? in such circumstances, if they will proper­
ly prepare themselves before they leave their 
native climate, and properly obey the laws of 
health which should govern them in the 
country to which they go. Yet how often have 
I seen the young Missionary on the eve of de­
parture for a foreign country, turn away from 
friendly suggestions on this subject with strong 
manifestations of disgust and contempt.
Our Missonary societies ought to think more 
on this subject than they seem yet to have done.
repel the assaults which threatened the Church i I know they have given some attention to it.
of its choice—from without; and to quell any 
unholy tuniultwhich might threaten—from with­
in; and feeling thus, he awaited with anxiety, 
the period, when he could lawfully obey the 
commands of his Saviour; when going forth with 
the divine commission in his hand, he could 
proclaim the truth as it is in Jesus.
It was no worldly ambition, blighted at the 
very moment of fruition,that called forththe ex­
pressive sentiment, “to die, and to have done 
nothing.” There were mingled no earthly feel­
ings with the regret of the dying Christian; It 
was the simple testimony of his soul, to its 
blighted prospect of active labor in the cause of 
its divine author. Can any one read this testi­
mony, and not experience some of the same re­
gret? No better proof is needed, than our baste 
to dwell upon the comfort which the latter 
clause of it gives, “but thy will. O God, not 
mine be done.”
But he has not died and done nothing. The 
warning which his words convey to all that read 
them, to improve the present—is something.— 
The incitement which his dying testimony has 
given to all those who like him, are coining up 
to the help of the Church of Christ—is some­
thing. We hail it as such; from one we loved 
and emulated. Would that it might be often re­
flected upon, and impel those who like him, love 
the cause of Christ, and his Church, “to work 
while the day lasts.” Flushing.
From the Christian Witness. 
THE HEALTH OF MISSIONARIES.
The deplorable havoc which a warm, eastern 
climate is making with the lives of the mission­
aries of the Cross, is a calamity, which the 
Church, with her limited means of evangelizing 
the world, is but poorly able to bear. Men, 
possessing the most vigorous and hardy consti­
tutions, with every prospect of long life and a 
splendid career of usefulness, have been sent 
out successively to Asia and Africa, and scarce-church on the side next their door. In the cen­
tre of the body of the church, and immediately ! ly do they reach the place of their destination, 
before the pulpit, was the altar; a marble slab, before their physical powers begin to flag, the 
raised on two supporting planks, as a sort of ta- j symptoms of disordered nature to admonish
As there are no known instances, at least in 
modern times in which any portion of the hu­
man family have lived, in all respects, in accor­
dance with the laws of human life and health, 
so it is impossible to present facts which will 
fully exemplify the results ofsuchan accordance 
with those laws. Nevertheless there are facts, 
showing the effects of some degree ofconformi- 
tyto physiological laws,which surelydemand the 
serious consideration of every one who wishes 
well to.the human race.
Copeland’s Medical Dictionary contains an 
article on climate in relation to the food of man 
in which the writer says—“When travelling in 
the most unhealthy parts of intertropical Afri­
ca; in 1817, I met with an Englishman who had 
lived there between thirty and forty Years and 
was then in the enjoyment of good health.— 
The circumstance was singular; and in answer 
to my inquiries as to his habits, he informed me 
that soon after his removal to that pestilential 
climate, his health had continued to suffer, till 
after trying various methods without benefit, he 
had pursued as closely as possible, the modes 
of life of the natives, adopting both their Yliet 
and beverages—(the natives live almost exclu­
sively on rice and maize, and water:) and from 
that time he had experienced no serious ill­
ness.” x
The Rev. Mr. Mylne, Missionary to Africa, 
makes the following mention of the health of his 
colleague the Rev. Mr. Crocker. Having giv­
en an account of his own severe sickness and re­
covery, he adds—“Brother Crocker has been 
very much favored; he has had no veal attack of 
fever all this time; which I suppose is unprece­
dented for a white man here: but he began 
three months before leaving America, to live 
on farinaceous food, and has strictly adhered to 
his principles sinc£ he arrived; living on rice, 
cassada, sweet potatoej &c.—a face worthy of 
the consideration of emigrants to this country.”
ble. On this stood two large tankards of wine 
and the bread.
In front of the pulpit and beyond the altar sat 
and the olderthe lads of the congregation; 
place of social prayer, the closet, the solitary I male persons occupied the end of the church to
walk, will be the gate ot heaven. Such w man 
will be inclined to pray, not merely thrice, nor
even seven times a day, but to be praying al­
ways with all prayer and supplication in the 
Spirit, to dwell in the secret place of the Most 
High to abide in the tabernacle of the Almigh­
ty continually. The spirit of devotion never 
tires while the joy ot the Lord is its prompter. 
Day and night it can continue its aspirations and 
outpourings of affection. It has no content in 
shortness, in interruption, in lifeless exercises. 
No, the joy of the Lord lifts the heart up to hea­
ven and keeps it there, communing with holy 
angels, with the church of the first born, with 
the spirits of just men made perfect, with God 
the Judge of all, with Jesus the Mediator, and 
with his most precious blood of sprinkling.— 
Dr. Skinner in Biblical Repository. 9
From the Newark Sentinel. 
WHO ARE THE POOR.
It is a pertinent remark of Hannah Moore: 
—“Even riches cannot make rich.” Of course 
while we are searching for the poor, we are not 
excluded from the ranks of the rich.” Amongst 
them may be found some of the class for whom 
we seek. The defect of riches is tips. No one 
can so unmake himself, so forsake the attributes 
of humanity as to* be satisfied either with the 
mere possession of gold and silver, or with the 
best pleasures which they can purchase. Rest 
peace, joy, and all these secured forthe whole 
period of our existence, are essential as the 
elements of contenting bliss, and are no more 
to be permanently dispensed with than are food 
and raiment of the body. Amidst the care of 
business, and the tumult of pleasure,these things 
may be forgotten, but during the most moments 
when such absorbing occupations must be inter­
mitted, the half stifled voice of nature will be 
heard; the madman must be reminded of his 
immortal destiny, and ot his faculties capable 
of an elevation almost divine.
Great wealth must unquestionably, supply 
the usual wants of the body, and may contri­
bute something for those lusts of the mind that 
relate only to the present and lower sort of life; 
but who will dream that such are ail,or even the 
principal wants of our nature? Do we not need 
the real friendship—the love of our fellowmen? 
Wealth can only mock us with its semblance, 
and by so doing prepare us for the deepest mis­
ery, if a change of circumstances should drive 
away our mercenary adherents.
So in relation to every indispensable want of 
our nature, as intellectual,moral, undying crea­
tures, the riches of this world, are known to be 
more helpless than poverty itself. But not to 
dwell upon topics that are so common with both 
pagan and Christian moralists, let the following
the right of the preacher, and facing the fe­
males. The minister wore a black gown,—the 
services were partly liturgical, partly extempo­
raneous; and the form of consecration of the 
elements, which was done from the pulpit, re­
minded the writer strongly of the form of his 
own church.
The administration of the element^ was sin­
gular. and to the writer, novel. The priest took 
his stand at one end of the altar and having 
communicated himself, administered to two per­
sons, probably deacons in the congregation.— 
These persons then placed themselves at the 
opposite end of the altar, with each an open 
tankard in his hand. The elder males now rose 
and approached the priest in procession. He 
gave to each in passing,a piece of bread,repeat­
ing at the same time only a text of Scripture— 
to each person a different text. As the pro­
cession passed round by the deacons, each per­
son received a dra ght of the consecrated wine 
from one or other of them. The elder females 
now followed in the same manner, and then the 
girls and lads, of whom all that seemed over 
twelve or fourteen years, partook of the ele­
ments.
There was an assemblage of many young peo­
ple in the heated and large public room of the 
tavern in the afternoon, where, though there was 
nothing absolutely boisterous, there was yet a 
merry “clutching” of colored eggs, and drink­
ing of the wine of the country till evening.
An amusing circumstance, which yet may 
a useful hint to those who sometimes for-
them that their labors are soon to be closed.— 
And although some missionaries have lived 
many years; and accomplished under God, as­
tonishing great, and happy revolutions in heathen 
lands, yet, as a general rule, they have only 
been able to prepare themselves for their work, 
before the laws of life are completely subvert­
ed, and they fall at the very commencement of
the race. Oh, how many shining stars have
give
get th,‘it there is a time for all things, occurred 
during the services. During the sermon, there 
was the most perfect quiet and order—not a 
cough indeed was heard though it was the very 
season for bad colds. But the moment the 
preacher had done, every one gave holiday to 
their schooled throats and lungs: and an inter­
val of universal coughing, spitting and snuff-tak- 
of two or three minutes, ensued: and theni ng,
J all was still again. This was ludicrous enough 
to a stranger, but it would be well, Mr. Editor, 
if some in our congregations would learn from 
it to cough in the right place. Z.
From the Churchman.
‘•TO DIE, AND TO HAVE DONE NOTHING1”
Sentiments are sometimes uttered, which ei­
ther from the forcible language in which they 
are clothed, the peculiar circumstances which 
call them forth, or the important truth which 
they suggest; fix themselves upon the mind, with 
a grasp which cannot easily be loosened. Such 
judging by my own feelings, is the character 
of that which I have placed at the head of these 
It is short, yet forcible
set in pagan lands, at the very moment when 
they were beginning to catch the eye of the 
poor idolater, and to pour upon his benighted 
vision the light of heaven! Even now the im­
age of the young,accomplished,heavenly-mind­
ed Martyn seems to pass before our eve,and to 
demand a tear at the thought of his early exit 
from the field of his labors in India. The evil 
of which we speak, has long been mourned by 
the Church as incurable. It has been regarded 
at least by some, as an inscrutable arrangement 
of Providence designed to humble the Church, 
and to teach its members the duty of a more 
entire reliance upon Him who holds in his hand 
the present and future destiny of man, and who 
notices even the fall of a sparrow. If it has 
this effect, it is so far well. Still we think a 
mistake is committed. So far from its making 
any part of the purpose of God, we are constrain­
ed to believe He regards it as an evil which his 
people ought, in some measure, to remedy.
The physiological laws, upon a strict obedi­
ence to which life and health depend, undoubt­
edly vary with the great variety of tempera­
ture and climate found on the globe. Hence 
the great variety of habit in relation to food, 
clothing, &c., existing among different nations; 
and hence, too, the fact that those who remove 
from one climate to another, without a corres­
ponding change in their habits invariably suffer 
the penalty of transgressing a vital law of their 
being. It cannot be otherwise. No law which 
God has made, whether it be moral, physical, 
organic, or animal, can be broken with impuni­
ty. The law which regulates the animal econo­
my is as stern in its demands, as that which 
guides the heavenly bodies. Annihilate gravi­
tation, and confusion will not more certainly be 
introduced into the solar system, than disease 
and death will follow a continued aggression 
upon the animal and organic laws of man.
We have been led to make these remarks by 
reading in the last “Library of Health,” an ar­
ticle on “diet and climate.” We disclaim all 
sympathy with what we consider the unphiloso- 
phical views ot the editor of that work, in re­
lation to diet in our northern climate. We be­
lieve the people of New England are far more 
healthy than they would be if confined to vege­
table food. But the following remarks on the 
proper course for missionaries to pursue, we 
consider sound and pertinent: • . .
There is another class of men who, I think, 
do not act judiciously on this subject. I mean 
our Foreign Missionaries,—before they leaveremarks. . It was ut­
tered upon a death'bed,and presents to the mind > our shores at least and generally on the passage
From the Boston Recorder; 
CHRISTIAN INFLUENCE-
Much is said at the present time, upon the 
influence which Christians are exerting upon 
those around them; and much should be said, 
for bow few are sufficiently aware of the fact 
that some hind of influence they are constantly 
exerting. But is it not true, that many who 
sincerely believe this, are yet mistaken in re­
gard to the manner and character of the influence 
of which they are the instruments? It mav be 
that they cherish piety and are firmly devoted 
to the cause of God; but they ignorantly con­
nect with their religion so much austerity and 
bigotry, as to render the effect altogether the 
reverse of what they wish; and of what it ought 
to be. They seem to think that happiness 
should not be thought of, except in connexion 
with the exercises of devotion, and in the cata­
logue of the Christian graces; what is “lovely 
and of good report," is quite forgotten. They 
read the Bible through the medium of their own 
distorted ideas of what religion is, and though 
they rightly understand the fundamental doc- 
tines it inculcates, yet they seem not to believe 
that the -eligion which it teaches is productive of 
joy, and peace and good will to man.
God has made every thing beautiful around 
us. He gladdens our hearts with the bright 
rays of the sun, he regales our taste with deli­
cious fruits, he pleases our eyes with flowers in 
which every variety of form and color conspire 
to increase their beauty; while the feathered 
songster, taught by his almighty power, fills the
air with sweet notes of harmony and praise.__
The sky over our heads, and the grass beneath 
our feet—every object in nature, on which we 
turn our eyes; proclaims to us the fact that our 
heavenly bather delights in the happiness of the 
creatures he has made. If this is true, is it not 
right,is it not reasonable, that those who have 
enlisted under his banner, who have professed 
to devote themselves to the cause of their hea­
venly Master, should also think of the temporal 
happiness of their fellow beings? Is that mo­
ther doing right,who, with an almost total neg­
lect of the present enjoyment of her children, 
professes to thinks she is doing all she can to 
promote their eternal welfare? Take for in­
stance the manner in which the Sabbath is spent 
by such an one. With a countenance on which 
there is a settled expression of austerity and 
gloom, she meets them in the morning, and con­
tinues through the day to impose upon them 
with rigor, a silence and precision of demeanor, 
which every buoyant youthful spirit will repel. 
It some one, unable to keep that unruly mem­
ber, the tongue, under so much subjection, ven­
tures a remark, ne is met by a frown, and an in­
junction that the disturber be occupied with a 
book, and thus instead of endeavoring in a 
kind and affectionate manner to adapt religious 
instruction to the youthful mind and feelings, 
and to improve the hours of the Sabbath in 
showing them, by precept and example, that 
there is a reality and an excellence in religion, 
the day is suffered to pass heavily along, and all 
rejoice when it is over. In such a family, is U
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not natural that the return of this holy day 
should be dreaded? and that those who are com­
pelled to submit outwardly to such regulations 
should inwardly cherish an increased disli e to 
those principles which they are led to suppose 
the cause of them?
I have seen such an one, and I have felt how 
such a course prejudices the mind against eve­
ry thing serious, and hardens the heart in im­
penitence and sin. But I have also seen an en­
lightened, benevolent, and happy Christian and 
have felt my heart glow with love while bless­
ed with the friendship of such an one, and I 
have wished that the followers of Jesus would 
remember that their influence is indeed great, 
but that it is very far from what it should be, 
while the present happiness of those whom they 
wish to benefit is left out of view.
F.
Very correct doctrine, and worthy of atten­
tion. Pious people, generally, with whom we 
are acquainted endeavor to practise according 
to it. The few who do otherwise would do 
well to consider the subject seriously.—Edi­
tor,
BIOGRAPHY
JIEMO1R OF REV. J. W. FLETCHER.
(Taken with some omissions from a Review of his life 
published in the New York Review and Quarterly Church 
Journal.)
Jean Guillaume De La FIechere,or as he was 
called in England, John William Fletcher, was 
born at Nyon, in Switzerland, in the year 1728. 
His father, who had been a general officer in 
the French service, belonged to a respectable 
Bernese family, and was a decendant of a no­
ble house in Savoy.
Even in childhood, the young Fletcher gave 
tokens of seriousness quite unusual at that age. 
The tear of God appears to have been blend­
ed with all his feelings, and to have exerted a 
constant influence over his actions.
After going through the usual course at the 
college at Geneva, he was sent by his father to 
Senzburg, where he remained some time, en­
gaged in the German and Hebrew. Until this 
period, his views had been directed to the 
church, for the service of which he was in the 
opinion of his friends, well qualified by his love 
of study and his natural seriousness of disposi­
tion. At the age of twenty, he, however, aban­
doned these intentions, the reason of which 
change he gives in these words:—
•‘From the time I first began to feel the love of God 
shed abroad in my heart, (I think at seven years of age,)
I resolved to give myself up to God and to the service of 
his Church, if ever I should be fit for it; but the corrup­
tion which is in the world, and that which was in my heart 
soon weakened, if not erased, those first characters which 
grace had written upon it. However, I went through my 
studies, with the design of going into orders : but after­
wards, feeling I Was unequal to so great a burthen, disgust­
ed by the necessity I should be under to subscribe to the 
high Calvinism of the Geneva articles, and disapproving of 
entering upon so sacred an office from any secular motives 
1 yielded to the desire of those of my friends who advised , 
me to enter into the army.”
But God had determined otherwise with re­
gard to his future course, and after holding a 
commission for a short time, first in the Portu­
guese, and then in the Dutch service, the re­
turn of peace induced him to retire from milita- j 
ry life. It was at this time that he resolved to 
visit England. His journey, undertaken, we 
are told, “partly from a desire after further | 
improvement io literature, and partly from a 
hope of obtaining some situation for his support ' 
in life,” was, in the wise arrangements of 
Providence, the cause of his being brought un- I 
der a religious influence which changed his 
whole career in life. His first care on reaching 
that country, was to acquire the language, 
which he studied with assiduity for eighteen 
months. At the expiration of this period, the 
slender state of his finances, in consequence of 
his being a younger son; induced him to seek a 
situation which would relieve him from the ne­
cessity of being burdensome to his friends and 
he accordingly engaged himself as tutor in the 
family of Mr. Hill, M. P. for Shrewsbury; who 
resided at Fern Hall, in the parish of At- 
cham.
With this change of situation commences the 
spiritual life of Mr. Fletcher. “His devotion 
had hitherto been rather a paroxysm than a 
habit: and his piety a latent principle, which, 
though readily called into action, not unfre- 
quently remained dormant, or, when employed 
was found unequal to its office.” His religion, 
in truth, had been wanting in steadness and ef­
ficiency. It was only a feeling, instead of be­
ing a principle of action. But the time was at 
hand, when the spirit of God was to visit him ' 
in its power^—expanding his views, and warm- ’ 
ing his heart. We will leave him, however to 
describe his own feelings as they are portrayed 
in a letter to his brother.
“At eighteen years of age I was a real enthusiast; for, 
though I lived in the indulgence of many known sins, I 
considered myself a religious character, because I readily 
attended public worship, made long prayers in private, and 
devoted as much time as I could spare from my studies to 
reading the prophetic writings, and a few devotional books. 
My feelings were easily excited, but my heart was rarely 
affected; but notwithstanding these deceitful externals, I 
was destitute of a sincere love to God, and consequently to 
my neighbor. All my hopes of salvation rested on my 
prayers, devotions, and a certain habit of saying, ‘Lord, I" 
am a great sinner, pardon me for the sake of Jesus Christ. 
In the mean time I was ignorant of the fall and'ruin in 
which every man is involved, the necessity of a Redeemer, 
and the way by which we may be rescued from the fall, by 
receiving Christ with a living faith. I should have been 
quite confounded if any one had then asked me the follow-
ng questions taken from the Holy Scriptures: Do you know’ 
that you arc dead in Adam? Do you live to voursdf?— 
Du you live in Christ and for Christ? Does God rule in 
your heart? Do yOU experience that peace of God which 
puwth ,11 und.r.Unding? 1, the |ovo of God >hed abrMd
,h.H.„ Sp.ril? 1 rcpc„tit, dc„ 
orotner, these Questions wonlH v •, . , 1 , Oukl have astonished and con-
founded me, as they must every one wi,„ r» ,. • , , . y one who rehes on the form
of religion, and neglects ,ts power and influence. Blessed 
be God, who, through his abundant mercy in Christ Jesus 
did not then call away my soul, when with all my pretend’ 
ed piety, I must have had my portion with hypocrites, 
those clouds without water, those corrupt, unfruitful root­
less trees, those wandering stars for whom is reserved the
blackness of darkness forever.
“My religion, alas! having a different foundation to that
which is in Christ, was built merely on the sand, and no 
sooner did the winds and floods arise, than it tottered and 
fell to ruins. I formed an acquaintance with some Deists, 
at first with the design of converting them, and afterwards 
with the pretence of thoroughly examining their senti­
ments. But my heart, like that of Balaam, was not right 
with God. He abandoned me, and I enrolled myself in 
their party. A considerable change took place in my ex­
ternal deportment. Before I had a form of religion, and 
now I lost it. But as to the state of my heart, it was pre­
cisely the same. I did not remain many weeks in this 
state; my change was too sudden to be permanent. I 
sought for a reconciliation with my Saviour- or rather, the 
good Shepherd sought after me, a wandering sheep— 
Again I became professedly a Christian, that is, I resumed 
a regular attendance at Church and the communion, and 
offered up frequent prayers in the name of Jesus Christ. 
There-were also in my heart some sparks of true love to 
God, and some germs of genuine faith; but a connection 
with worldly characters, and an undue anxiety to promote 
my secular interests, prevented the growtli of these Chris­
tian graces. Had I now been asked on what 1 founded 
my Lopes of salvation, I should have replied, that I was 
not without some religion: that so far from doing barm to 
any one, I "wished well to all the world; that I resisted my 
passions, that I abstained from pleasures in which I bad 
often needlessly indulged; and that if I was not as religious 
as some others, it was because such a degree of religion was 
unnecessary, that Heaven might be obtained on easier 
terms; and that if I perished, the destruction of the gen­
erality of Christians was inevitable, which I could not be­
lieve was consistent with the mercy of God.”
Thus he had been living, “with a form of god­
liness but denying its power.” The immediate 
cause of his being awakened from his delusion, 
was the impression produced upon his mind by 
a remarkable dream, in which he imagined him­
self arraigned at the judgment seat of Christ, 
but when “weighed in the balances,” he was 
“found wanting.” He awoke in a most fearful 
agitation of mind and body, the mere recollec­
tion of which in after years, made him tremble 
and his joy was proportionally great at finding 
that he was still in the land of mercy. “O my 
God;” he exclaimed, “grant that this dream 
may continually influence my sentiments and 
my conduct. May it prove a powerful stimu­
lus to excite me to prepare continually for the 
coming of my Great Master.” We attach, of 
course no importance to the fact of the dream 
itself; it is indifferent by what circumstances sal­
utary impressions are made. The only thing 
material to be noticed; is that the influence of 
these workings ol his mind when “deep sleep 
was upon him,” was never effaced. Forsome 
days it so affected his mind, that he was una­
ble to apply himself to any thing. It happened, 
also, that at this very time, his feelings of con­
cern were deepened by a rebuke which he re­
ceived from a servant in the family, who with 
Christian boldness, reproved him for violating 
the sanctity of the Lord’s day. And in this 
we may see the moral influence of a Christian, 
even in an humble station:—
“The sterling character of the man,” says Mr. Fletcher 
“his deep humility, bis zeal for the glory of God, his love’ 
to his neighbors, and especially bis patience which enabled 
him to receive with joy the insults he met with from the 
ivbole family for Christ’s sake, and above all the secret en* 
ergy which accompanied his words, deeply affected me, and 
convinced me more than ever of my real state. I was 
convinced, as it had been told me in my dream, that I was 
not renewed in the spirit ol my mind, that I was not con­
formed to the image of God, and that without this, the 
death of Christ would be of no avail for my salvation.”
Mr. Fletcher had now learned the first les­
son in the school of Christ, the knowledge of 
his own deficiencies, and he therefore began 
with full purpose of heart to work out his sal­
vation. He diligently studied the Scriptures, 
that he might compare his state of mind with the 
standard which they prescribe. He prayed with 
the earnest spirit which an increasing sense of 
his own sinfulness had produced. He had be­
come, indeed, for the first time in his life,a sin­
cere and devout seeker after truth; and perserv- 
ed, until at length he obtained,we are told, what 
a modern prelate so appropriately calls, “ that 
lively faith, which, through the grace of God, 
will incite men to do all which they can do; 
whilst it teaches them to rely upon nothing 
which they have done.”*
From this hour, the life of Mr. Fletcher was 
one continued illustration of the loveliness and 
the reality of our religion. He was ever reach­
ing forward to a higher standard of holiness, and 
to greater devotion to the glory of God, until 
his brilliant course on earth was ended. So 
entire indeed was the change, that he became, 
“most eminent for those very graces which were 
in direct opposition to his natural failings.”— 
We are not surprised, therefore, to find him 
again directing his views to the work of the 
ministry, but so deeply did he now feel its res­
ponsibilities, that two whole years passed be­
fore he could be prevailed upon to present him­
self for ordination. “I so plainly see,” said he, 
‘my want of gifts, and especially of that soul of 
all the labors of a minister, love, continual, uni­
versal, ardent love, that my confidence disap­
pears, and I accuse myself, of pride in daring 
to entertain the desire of one day supporting the 
ark of God.” But at length his reluctance 
was overcome, and he was ordained deacon by 
the Bishop of Bangor, on the 6th of March, 
1757, and priest on the following Sunday.— 
With him, this was indeed an unreserved, and 
single-hearted offering of himself, as “a living 
sacrifice,” to the service of his God, and truly 
might he declare, that he was “inwardly mov­
ed by the Holy Ghost, to take upon him that 
office, and ministration, to serve God by promot­
ing his glory, and edifying his people.” We 
may add too, that to his last hour he never ceas­
ed to feel the weight of his ordination vows, 
but “gave himself continually to prayer, and 
to the ministry of the word.”
Ilis first permanent charge, was the parish of 
Madeley, and the manner in which he selected 
this as the scene of his labors, is one among the 
many proofs of his disinterestedness, which are 
to be found scattered through the history of 
his life:—
“One da j-, bis patron, with a joyful countenance, in­
formed him, that the living of Dunham, in Cheshire, then 
vacant, was at his service. ‘The parish,’ he continued, ‘is 
small, the duty light, the income good, (£400 per annum) 
and it is situated in a fine, healthy, sporting country.’ Af­
ter thanking Mr. Hill, most cordially for his kindness, Mr. 
I’letcher added, ‘Alas! Sir, Dunham will not suit me ; 
Man”’Sakauon. ’ Scrm°n 0,1 tbe Scriptural Doctrine of
there is too much money, and too little labor.” ‘Few 
clergymen make such objections,’ said Mr. Hill: ‘it is a pi­
ty to decline such a living, as I do not know that I can 
find you another. What shall we do ? Would you like 
Madeley?’ ‘That, Sir, would be the very place for me! 
‘My object, Mr. Fletcher, is to make you comfortable in 
your own way. If you prefer Madeley, I shall find no 
difficulty in persuading Chambers, tbe present vicar, to ex­
change it for Dunham, which is worth more than twice as 
much.” In this way he was appointed to the living of 
Madeley, with which be was so perfectly satisfied, that 
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The Rev. Chauncey Colton, D. D., late Presi­
dent of Bristol College, has been appointed to, and 
has accepted the office of Minister of Rosse Chap­
el,Gambier, and Professor of Pastoral Divinity and 
Sacred Rhetoric in the Theological Seminary of 
the Diocese of Ohio,—the Bishop of the Diocese 
who has sustained the duties of these departments 
being expected in a few months to move his resi­
dence to Cleveland.
Errata.—In our number before the last, by an 
unfortunate oversight, the communication of “Eni- 
tor” in a small part of the impression was very in­
correctly printed. The following corrections 
should be made—for “muttered thought,” read 
“unuttered thought,”—for “penning excuses,” 
read “framing excuses,”—for “memory composed” 
read “memory confused”—for “cautions be lived 
through,” read “morrow be lived through”—for 
“right to choose,” read “night to close”—for 
“should converse,” read “shuns converse”—for 
“stays of conscience” read “stings of consci­
ence.”
Missionary and Education Committee.—A 
special meeting of tho Missionary and Education 
Committee of this Diocese was held at this place 
on Thursday last, at which appropriations were 
made to three Missionaries amounting to $,275, 
and to one Beneficiary amounting to $40. There 
will be only one more regular meeting of the 
Board before the meeting of the next Convention, 
viz. in July next. Missionaries who have failed to 
renew their application for aid since the last Con­
ventional meeting, will be expected to forward their 
application previous to that meeting.
It will be borne in mind that the Beneficiaries 
of the Board are required to renew their application 
every six months, accompanied with a statement 
of their expenditures, debts,receipts, &c.
A new parish called St. Stephen’s, has been 
formed by and is now in the charge of the Rev. 
Wm. Mitchell, in the Township of Liverpool, Co­
lumbiana co. Ohio.
THE NEW YORK REVIEW AND QUAR­
TERLY CHURCH JOURNAL.
Just as our last paper was going to press we re­
ceived the first number of this long-looked for pub­
lication, and have not, by any means been disap­
pointed in its character. As a matter of typo- 
grophical execution,it is well done,—paper good,— 
type agreeable, page handsome. Altogether, the 
appearance (which we think a good deal of in 
works of this description,)is such as becomes that 
kind of interior we had been led to anticipate.— 
The present number contains 250 pages. The va­
riety and selection of subjects are such as to indi­
cate the wide field which this publication may be 
expected hereafter to cover. Its character as a 
Church Journal and its design as tributary to the 
promotion of religious knowledge and truth are not 
to be considered as limiting the work to subjects 
strictly religious or theological, any more than a 
spiritually minded reader must be expected to have 
no connection, except with strictly religious books. 
In all his reading he is expected to be ruled by re­
ligious principle and taste, to seek knowledge that 
may be profitable to religion in himself and others, 
and then always to be a religious reader though 
not always reading on religious subjects. It seems 
to be the object of this publication to meet its 
readers on this ground, and supply them, first with 
matter decidedly theological and religious, then 
with whatever else a man of literary taste and stu­
dy may desire from a Review.
Such is the Quarterly that was wanted. We 
have exclusively Theological Reviews and then we 
have those which make no pretension to any thing 
above a literary standing. The desideratum was 
a work as open to theology and as truly religious as 
the former—as literary and, to readers of Christi­
anized taste, more attractive in its literature than 
the latter. The present number is a very encour­
aging promise that what we have long sought will 
be found. We have not yet been able to attend 
sufficiently to all its articles to be able to speak 
confidently of their merits. None have fallen be­
low our expectations. That on the character of 
Mr. Jefferson is precisely to our mind as to plain, 
honest dealing in setting out vigorously,conclusive­
ly and fearlessly the truth as to the influence, opin­
ions and merits of a person who, however distin­
guished as a statesman, should never be thought of 
but as a conspirator against the Gospel and one of 
the broadest defamers of the Scriptures. His let­
ter to \V m. Short on the claims of our blessed 
Lord as the Son of God, and on the opposition t« 
the \ irginia University contains evidence enough
to satisfy any reasonable man as to Mr. Jefferson’s
character in regard to Christianity. He was a pros­
elyting infidel, unquestionably.
The article on the Life of Mr.Fletcher is beauti­
fully written and exceedingly interesting. We 
are glad to find such a life selected for entire praise, 
in the outset of this work. Fletcher’s piety was 
indeed eminent, his spirituality of view and feel­
ing scarcely paralleled in modern Christianity, his 
zeal unwearied. What if many of our clergy 
were to imitate Fletcher? Many nominal Christi­
ans would cry enthusiasm—righteous over-much— 
carrying things too far! Still it would be glorious 
to see such piety filling our pulpits. We rejoice 
that it is proclaimed in this Review, and hope the 
standard held up in the subsequent numbers of the 
Review will invariably equal the portrait here ex­
hibited.
We have not leisure to go further into an account 
of the contents of this interesting Magazine. Let 
it be well patronized by our reading community. 
Five dollars per annum will he well expended in 
assisting to sustain an enterprise so expensive and 
responsible. The second number may be expect­
ed in June. It is published by George W. Holley, 
No. 8., Astor House Broadway N. Y.
PASTORAL VISITING.
We have been highly pleased with an article in 
the first number of the New York Review on Pas­
toral Visiting. The subject is one of very great im­
portance as connected with the influence of the 
Gospel on the hearts of men, particularly in our 
own times and country. How often do we hear 
the remark made that a minister may do as much 
good by visiting his people as by preaching to them? 
How often do we hear the complaint uttered by 
laymen against their pastor that he does not visit 
them?
That the complaint of a neglect of pastoral vis­
iting is always just,we are by no means prepared to 
admit. That the people may be sometimes unreason 
able in their requisitions and expectations in this par­
ticular, we do verily believe. But whether right or 
wrong, the fact that complaints of this character 
even against clergymen of eminent piety and de­
votedness to their work, are not uncommon, mani­
festly shows the importance which the Laity gen­
erally attach to this part of ministerial duty, and 
calls upon the clergy to give to the subject a more 
attentive and serious consideration, than it has yet 
received. We fear the duty is not sufficiently ap­
preciated and is allowed too frequently to be sup 
planted by other engagements which are supposed 
to be of greater consequence.
Some clergymen appear to have a constitutional 
aversion to frequent pastoral visiting, and conse­
quently either neglect the duty altogether or per­
form it very partially and with extreme reluc­
tance.
Others there are, who conceive that a thorough 
preparation for the pulpit is the highest duty of a 
minister of Christ; and having found, on trial, that 
frequent pastoral calls area serious interruption to 
their studies, and if continued, are likely to impair 
to a considerable extent, the excellence and effect 
of their sermons, have come conscientiously to the 
conclusion, that pastoral visitations must give way 
to the higher and more urgent duties of their sa­
cred vocation.
On the contrary, some may be found, who go to 
the opposite extreme. They almost entirely neg­
lect their studies, and are satisfied with a very has­
ty preparation for the pulpit, while the greater part 
of their time is occupied in going from house to 
house.
Such being .the case, we are glad that the at­
tention of our Clergy has been called to the 
subject by a writer in the New York Review.
After making some general remarks, he proceeds 
to show the advantages which may be expected to 
result from a faithful and conscientious perform­
ance of the duty in question, as well to the Chris­
tian pastor himself as to the various classes of per­
sons who attend on his ministry. From this part 
of the Review we lay before our readers the fol­
lowing extracts.
“We would advert then, first, to the effect which 
the habitual improvement of opportunities of re­
ligious conversation with his flock, will have upon 
the Christian Pastor himself* It will increase his 
own spirituality. If he is ever setting a guard up­
on his speeeh, lest in carelessness he might say 
something injurious to those around him, this feel­
ing of restraint will be a perpetual moniter to keep 
his thoughts above the world. He will not dare to 
let his mind stray off from eternal things, lest it 
cause him to “speak unadvisedly with his lips.’’— 
This single reflection will be ever bringing back 
his feelings to their proper channel. It will aid 
him in “keeping his heart with all diligence.”— 
And what can better kindle up his zeal, or impress 
more deeply upon him the value of immortal souls, 
than the continual and earnest desire to advance 
his Master’s glory, and the salvation of his people 
by leading to the truth, those with whom he is 
brought in contact. How will it add energy to his 
prayers, that courage may be granted him fearless­
ly to confess before men, the name of Christ cru­
cified, and that the words which he shall speak, 
may by the grace of the Holy Spirit, “be so graf­
ted inwardly in their hearts, that they may bring 
forth in them the fruit of good living?” In short 
it is evident, that he who goes forth from the re­
tirement of his study, with the wish to benefit 
others by the opportunities afforded him in social 
intercourse, will find his own soul largely and vari­
ously benefited in return.
It, on the contrary, he seeks not to aid his Mas­
ter s cause in this way, but permits his speech to 
be tinctured with levity, and becomes a trifler in 
private life, what must be its natural effect upon 
himself7 His character will loose that firmness
and sobriety which are essential to
His thoughts will too often be drawn from tlfin 
heavenly, and fixed upon this earth. His zeal wfll 
become languid, and he who is a clergyman no 
where but in the pulpit, will find that his own spir­
ituality is decaying, and the spring of holy fruit’ 
fulness drying up in bis soul. It is a law of our 
nature, that the frivolity which dwells upon the 
lips passes by an easy and natural transition to the 
head, and infects the heart. Where it exists,Chris­
tian graces must languish. On this point we will 
quote the dying testimony of one, who, though 
he ended his career at the early age of eighteen 
had attained a ripeness in his spiritual character not 
often seen in one so young. It was addressed to 
a member of his family. “There is nothing,” said
Wilberforce Richmond, “so opposed to religion_ to
the mind, as levity and trifling. It will keep you 
hack more than any thing. Take my solemn warn­
ing, I speak from my own experience. You will 
never be a consistent Christian, and you will never 
grow in grace if you indulge in habitual trifling 
conversation. It is not like the mind of Christ.— 
Your temper is volatile, and Satan may use it as a 
snare to injure your soul. Piety and levity cannot 
long dwell in the same heart. One will destroy the 
other.”
And how many there are, who by watching the 
workings of their own minds, might record a simi­
lar testimony! Life, should not be with any a time 
to trifle. Its moments are fleeting too fast away 
—its hours are too rapidly hurrying us to the tomb. 
There is too much to be effected—too mighty a 
work to be done to admit of frivolity. It is indeed 
a fearful thing to live—to know that on this narrow 
span of time, events are hanging of such momen­
tous consequence—to feel, that soon an Eternity 
will burst upon us with its awful disclosures, and its 
changeless state. With us, the night is passing 
away: the day, the unending day is at hand. Not 
in vain then, was that exhortation of the Apostle 
“be ye sober.” But if this is applicable to the pri­
vate Christian, with what added emphasis does it 
apply to the Christian minister ! If St. Paul could 
write to the Church of the Ephesians, “foolish talk­
ing and jesting are not convenient,” does not tho 
charge come with double power to him who stands 
between the living and the dead, as the messenger 
of God to sinful and apostate man? Shall he whose 
business is with Eternity--the effect of whose la­
bours will last long after the light of the sun has 
been quenched—shall he stoop to mingle with the 
idle raillery of those around him ? Shall he not 
rather, bear ever written on the table of his mind, 
that confession of David: “There is not a word in 
my tongue, hut lo, O Lord, thou knowest it alto­
gether!'’ With what feelings can he pass from the 
midst of levity to join in the solemn duties of his 
profession ? He may be summoned while tho half- 
uttered jest is yet on his lips, to go forth aud see 
the last hou’^sof someone committed to his charge 
—to stand by the dying sinner, when Eternity is 
open to his view, when his lips are quivering with 
a long forgotten prayer, and for the first time, he 
asks in the agony of his spirit, “what must I do 
to be saved? Or, it may be bis lot, to administer 
the comforts of our most holy faith to the depart­
ing Christian, and to aid him in gathering up (lie 
energies of his soul, for the last stern conflict.— 
Will his spirit be fitted for duties like these when 
he has just been mingling in the frivolity of the 
world? No, if the Christian minister seek no­
thing beyond his own spirituality, and that frame of 
mind which shall fit him to deal with the souls 
of dying men, he will let his conversation he such 
as becorneth the Gospel of Christ.
But again—let us look at the influence of reli­
gious conversation upon those who are careless and 
indifferent io spiritual things. The Christian min­
ister, when mingling with his people, is often called 
to meet such. Thus, he may frequently have an 
opportunity of speaking a word for their religious 
good. We by no means mean, that he should at­
tack all upon this subject, whom chance may throw 
in his way, for this will disgust, much oftenerthan 
edify. There must generally he a disposition, 
and a willingness in those whom lie addresses, to 
listen to pointed, personal conversation, or its in­
troduction is without benefit* It should be his en­
deavor, therefore, to discover whether this is the 
case. But, we do mean, that in every thing which 
passes, he should so act and speak that those 
around him should never forget, that he is an 
“ambassador of Christ.” There are, indeed many 
ways in which the minister of Christ can promote 
his Master’s cause, by his intercourse with those 
who are only worldly in their feelings. He can 
rebuke vice and irreligion, should their advocates 
throw off the mask in his presence. He can com­
bat those opinions so often thrown out in every cir­
cle, which although specious in appearance, are 
dangerous in their tendency, and at variance with 
the precepts of the gospel. It will thus be in his 
power to promote a sound tone of moral feeling.— 
When a fit occasion presents itself, he can also 
inculcate those high and sublime truths of our 
faith, which have a bearing upon the immortal des­
tinies of man. It is indeed difficult sometimes, to 
draw the line between that fear, which would hold 
back the truth, lest man maybe offended, and that 
prudence which should prevent us from doing any 
thing to injure the cause we would advance. But 
we h”ve reason to believe there is too much truth 
in that remark of Thomas Scott, that “zeal for the 
honor of the gospel, and love to the souls of men, 
are grievously sacrificed to urbanity in this age of 
courteous insincerity. We should remember, how­
ever that even the irreligious expect the minister 
of Christ to stand forth as the champion of religi­
on, and to act on all occasions as though its inter­
ests were dear to him. They are aware, that ho 
has taken on him a vow “to know nothing but Je­
sus Christ and him crucified;’ they ore sensible 
too of the truth of that maxim, “out of the abun­
dance of the heart, the mouth speaketh.” When 
therefore he has passed hours in their company, 
without one allusion to show his clerical character 
—without one word to indicate, that he cares for 
any thing beyond this world, have they not 
reason to believe, that his hopes and wishes are, 
like their own, “of the earth, earthly.’
Tf religion is the leading feature in the Chris- 
tian's character, why should he not show it? J 
should it be so often the only subject proscribed, °r 
the introduction of which is met with chilling inQ>t' 
ference? Religion is made too much a thing01 
Sabbaths, and churches and death-beds—a subject 
which men seem to think has peculiar periods al­
lotted to it, beyond which it should not be permitte 
to encroach. They forget, that it is an every day 
business—to be mingled with all the concerns ° 
our life, and to exert its influence on all our actions.
It seems often in society as if it was looked upon j 
as a disagreeable topic, to which there was a secret I
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agreement never to recur. With regard to every 
thing which concerns it, a studied silence is observ­
ed.
*******
Look over the memoirs of the servants of God, 
and you will meet with numberless instances of the 
power of a single sentence, spoken in simplicity for 
the cause of Christ. The conversation ot the 
Christian is like the seed which the traveller care­
lessly casts forth in his path, and leaves to its fate. 
Much must perish, yet some grains may live, and 
afterwards spring up and bear abundant fruit. lie 
may be thrown into contact with a stranger, and 
the changes of conversation afford an opportunity 
to inculcate a single impressive sentiment. They 
part, never perhaps to behold each other in this life, 
yet that holy thought may find a resting place in 
the mind of him with whom he spake—and 
through the blessing of the good spirit of God, 
may have an effect which he may never know, till 
he learns it with joy and surprise in the develop­
ments of the future world. The lives of exem­
plary clergymen afford many edifying instances of 
the manner in which the good minister may mingle 
with the world. We are told of that noble Chris­
tian missionary, Henry Martyn, that when he was 
leaving for ever “the dear abode of his youth,” he 
did not permit his depression of spirits to make him 
forgetful of duty. “At such a moment,” says his 
biographer—“he wouldhave been glad to have been 
left to uninterrupted meditation, but many ycrung 
students happened to accompany him on his jour­
ney, and he thought it his duty to enter into reli­
gious conversation with them, for their benefit.”— 
It was a rule adopted by the celebrated Cotton 
Mather—“Never to enter into any conversation 
without endeavoring to say some thing for 
the spiritual welfare of those with whom he talk­
ed.”
When the minister of Christ has a proper oppor­
tunity of speaking to one of his fellow men for his 
religious good, who can tell but it may be for the 
last time! Before another meeting, that soul may 
be removed from his influence, to bear witness to 
his unfaithfulness at the bar of God! In such a 
case, who can realize his feelings ! What would 
be not then give, to be able to make the triumphant 
assertion of St. Paul—“I am pure from the blood 
of all men1?” There is an affecting incident in 
point, which is said to have occurred to a celebrated 
living minister, (Dr. Chalmers.) Unrivalled in 
conversation, he had one evening been the delight of 
a circle of listening friends. The subject was pau­
perism, its causes, and cure. Among the company 
was a venerable gentleman, who kept his eyes fas­
tened on Dr. Chalmers, and listened with* intense 
interest to his communications. The conversation 
was kept up till a late hour, but scarcely had the 
company retired to their rooms when that aged man 
was suddenly stricken with death. In a moment 
—in the twinkling of an eye—without time to ut­
ter even a dying prayer, his soul was called away. 
Among the company who, attracted by the noise, 
had rushed to his relief, and now gathered around 
him in speechless horror, stood Dr. Chalmers, in 
silence, with both hands stretched over the deceas­
ed, the very picture of distress. He was the first 
to break silence. “Never in my life,” said he, in 
a tremulous voice, “did I ever see—or did I ever 
feel, before this moment, the meaning of that text, 
‘Preach the word : be instant in season, out of sea­
son, reprove, rebuke, exhort, with ail long suffer­
ing and doctrine.” Had 1 known that my venera- 
b'e friend was within a few minutes reach of eter­
nity, I would not have dwelt on that subject which 
formed the topic of this evening’s conversation. I 
would have addressed myself earnestly unto him and 
unto you, ‘Christ Jesus and him crucified.’ I would 
have urged him and you, with all the earnestness 
befitting the subject, to prepare for eternity. You 
would have thonght it—you would have pronounc­
ed it ‘out of season.’ But oh! it would have been 
’in season’—both as it respected him, and as it re­
spects you.”
But we ought to speak of the advantage which 
must result to serious Christians, from pastoral con­
versation. By using well his opportunities of re­
ligious intercourse, he who has the care of their 
soul, will be enabled greatly to promote their spirit­
ual good. Around the devoted Christian there 
seems to linger a holy charm which cannot but in­
fluence all who approach nim. If then the cold- 
hearted or less consistent believer should be found 
among those who observe his consistent conversa­
tion, what effect will be produced upon him? The 
view of his own deficiencies may humble him and 
quicken him. It is a beautiful picture which Bish­
op Hall has given of his mother: “So had she pro­
fited,” says he, “in the school of Christ, that it 
was hard for any friend to come from her dis­
course, no whit holier.” There is something 
in the mutual exchange of devout and godly 
sentiments, which cannot but warm the heart.
It is no easy work, under any circumstances, to 
run the race of godliness. We contend with spir­
itual enemies, whose snares are found at every 
step, and who watch for our falling. While all the 
powers of darkness are thus banded against our 
souls, should we not cling to the hand of Chris­
tian fellowship to support our steps. While clouds 
and darkness are resting upon our path, how neces­
sary is it that hourly the voice of exhortation 
should be heard telling us, “Take heed to thy 
ways.” There is a power in the sympathy and ex­
hortations of the Christian which may uphold his 
brother in the hour of weakness. The Christian 
minister should avail himself of the power which 
is placed in his hand. He should remember, that 
it is given for a noble purpose. He should not, as 
he mingles with the people of his charge, merge 
the pastor in the polished man of the world, until 
they forget that he has any interest in their spirit­
ual welfare.
*******
In thus attempting to exhibit the spirit by which 
a pastor should be guided, that when thrown into 
the company of his people it maybe for their edifi­
cation, it will be perceived we have carefully ab­
stained from saying how much he should visit.— 
This is an entirely different question: and one which 
each individual must be left to settle according to 
the peculiar circumstances in which he is placed. 
Every conscientious clergyman will however admit, 
we doubt not, that the only rule which he can lay 
down is, that he shall visit as much as possible con­
sistently with his other duties. There are always 
those, to whom his company would be acceptable 
and profitable. There are the sick whose minds 
are awakened by fear lest life may be drawing to 
its close—the seriously inquiring mind anxious for 
spiritual guidance—and those whose hearts have 
been softened by affliction, who have learned from 
melancholy experience, the instabillity of all that 
this world can offer, and would gladly seek the en­
THE CHURCHMAN AND JUSTIFICATION.
We have been looking, with no little curiosi­
ty, to the successive numbers of the Church­
man for the promised development of the Edi­
tor’s views on the subject ot' Progressive Justi­
fication. What we expected, the last number 
brings to pass—the evidence of his being upon 
ground far less objectionable than that at first 
assumed, and totally at variance with the arti­
cle in the Protestant Episcopalian, with which 
the Editor at first professed entirely to agree.
What then does the Editor declare to be his 
view of the Progressive character of Justifica­
tion by faith? He illustrates it thus: a man con­
vinced of sin “is led to embrace the offer of 
mercy by exercising a genuine repentance to­
wards God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. 
He is thus, as will be admitted on all hands, 
justified by faith. Now suppose that after a re­
lapse into sinful courses, he again turns to God 
by faith: in that case is he again justified? We 
say that he is, that he is, justified as often as he 
returns to God by faith. If w e understand right 
they who deny that justification is progressive, 
say that he is not; that justification is a sin­
gle act never to he repeated."
The Editor,we assure him,so far aswe are con­
cerned,does not understand right as to the views 
of thosewith whom he argues. Of this we will 
speak by and by. What we now assert is that his 
views of progression are not those of the article 
in the Protestant Episcopalian, which, on its 
first publication,he espoused and copied.
The Editor assumes that immediately upon 
the exercise of repentance and faith, the sinner 
is justified. We take for granted he means that 
the justification for all that is past is complete. 
The sinner is entirely justified. The progres­
sion consists only in this, that when he shall 
again relapse into sin, he must again repent and 
believe and thus be justified again. We venture 
to say that had the paper in the Protestant Epis­
copalian asserted no progressiveness but this, no 
controversy on the subject would have appear­
ed. We understand the progressive justifica­
tion advocated in that production, in an entire­
ly different ano fa- more objectionable light.— 
Weread there that “justification is tobe regard­
ed as having a beginning, that is, when we begin 
to be penitent, faithful, holy: and as having a 
gradual progress, as we advance in holiness and 
grow in grace.” Now it cannot be said that 
the writer here means by justification any thing 
like sanctification-, for he lias just said “it is the 
righteousness which God counts to men” and 
that it is “the pardon ofiour sins and our acquit­
tal from punishment through the atonement and 
merits of Christ.” So that the above statement 
of this writer, by a substitution of his own equiv­
alent terms, reads thus. “Pardon of sin and ac­
quittal from punishment through the merits of 
Christ, are to be regarded as having a begin­
ning, that is, when we begin to be penitent, 
faithful, holy; and as having a gradual progress, 
as we advance in holiness and grow in grace.” 
Nowif there beanymeaning deducible from these 
words, it is that pardon or Justification (for the 
writer,incorrectly we think, considers them as con­
vertible terms)is partly established when there is 
a little faith and holiness—more established, when 
there is more faith and holiness—and so on to 
the end. This idea the writer carries through­
out. For example he says that “every triumph 
of faith in a holy person is counted to him for 
righteousness” in this sense that it “contributes 
to his justification”—so he says—“there are de­
grees of faith”—and all our faith from first to 
last is included in our becoming, through Christ, 
acceptable to God.”—Again; “Justification is 
not perfect at once, but proceeds step by step" 
Speaking of the act of Phineas,which was count­
ed to him for righteousness, he says: “it will 
not be supposed that this one deed perfected \ns 
pardon,it only contributed to it” &c. “So the 
present act of faith on the part of Abraham by 
no means perfected his pardon, it only contri­
buted to it" &c. By all this language, we are 
forced to understand the writer as maintaining 
that when a sinner convinced of his sins is led 
to embrace the offer of mercy by exercising a 
genuine repentance toward God and faith in 
the Lord Jesus Christ, he is not justified, but 
only that what he has then done contributes to 
his justification and when he does it more and 
better, it will contribute more—and, at the end, 
all that he does in this way is to be summed up 
and the whole counted to him for righteousness 
and then, if enough, the sinner is to be perfect­
ly justified, through the merits of Christ—and if 
not enough, he is to be condemmed. It is im­
possible to put any other plausible construction 
upon the above passages. And it was these pas­
sages in connection with the whole paper, in the 
Protestant Episcopalian which the Editor of 
the Churchman espoused as expressing his own 
views.—And it was these which created a 
deep sensation in the minds of a “great com­
pany of the preachers” and many others.— 
We regard the doctrine with an aversion as 
strong as the love we bear to, what we consider, 
its direct opposite, the whole way ol salvation re­
vealed in the Gospel of Christ. But we see no 
such doctrine in the last declaration of the 
Churchman. Indeed if he understands by pro­
gressive Justification only, that a sinner, hav­
ing been once entirely forgiven and accepted 
when he first came to Christ in repentance and 
faith, but having now relapsed into sin, must 
renew his repentance and faith in order to renew 
his acceptance with God, we have no controversy 
with him. It is a progressiveness we have never 
denied. “We must know” says Archbishop 
Usher “that faith justified) not as a habit but as 
an act applying Christ to the comfort of the 
soul.” And when there are new sins he says, 
“there is a new act of faith; faith at first and 
last is that whereby I am justified from my sins 
which I commit arfterwards ’ (Sermon on Justica- 
tion by faith.) Thus the Churchman has the 
credit ot believing in Progressive Justification 
as Arshbishop Usher believed in it, little as the 
latter could have dreamed that such Jus­
tification would ever be called Progressive. Ush­
ers’ views on this subject are also ours. So 
that we have the happiness of agreeing with the 
Churchman against the writer of the article in 
the Protestant Episcopalian.
during comforts of our faith. These he may gent­
ly lead into the right way, and if he neglects to do 
so, he is faithless to his high and solemn vows.— 
But in ail such matters, he must regulate his la­
bours by that rule which Christ prescribed, as the 
measure of obedience, when he said of one who 
had given him a toxen of affection—“6he hath done 
what she could.”
The point is just here. When a sinner once 
comes to Christ and believes &c. does he then 
obtain a full remission of all his sins and entire 
acceptance with God? Should he grow in faith 
and holiness, would his sins be any more remit­
ted and he any more accepted through the mer­
its of Christ then when he first exercised genu­
ine repentance and faith. In other words does 
strong faith justify any more than weak faith; 
the second art of faith any more than the first.— 
The article in the Protestant Episcopalian, says 
yes or else we know not the meaning of words— 
We say>because the scriptures say—“No, by no 
means” So say all the standards of our Church. 
And so we understand the Churchman. And 
we say to him on this great article, stantis aut 
cadentis ecclesice, “stand, having your loins girt 
about with truth and having done all things, 
stand" “steadfast, unmoyeable!”
But we are sorry that we are obliged to dis­
sent from a great deal in the subsequent part of 
the editorial article in theJast Churchman. We 
must dissent absolutely from the propriety 
of taking the “Necessary Erudition” for an au­
thentic exhibition of the Reformers’ views, at 
the time when they gave their last and mature 
imprimatur to the standards of our Church.— 
We should be exceedingly sorry to be required 
as Episcopalians, to hold all the Popery, which 
they may be shown to have held when that book 
was composed and which they afterwards re­
nounced. But this we pass. There is in the last 
Churchman a confoundingofthe terms justifica­
tion and sanct fixation and of the things signified, 
from which also we must be allowed entirely 
to dissent. The Editor thus writes:
“Now to any man who takes plain scripture 
and common sense for his guide, it would seem 
no better than a school boys’ paradox to say 
that we cannot be made more and more righte­
ous, i. e. he more and more justified. And in­
deed nothing but an artificial refinement, un­
known to the simplicity of the scriptures and 
the Homilies, could have led to the curious 
distinction of modern theology that in the first 
act of the Christian life we are made righteous, 
but that thence forward we are made holy.— 
The Scriptures and Homilies every where teach 
that we are accounted righteous only for the 
merit’s sake of our Lord Jesus Christ and not 
for our own deeds or deserts; but we cannot 
see that they recognize the systematic distinc­
tion between Justification and sanctification.— 
These words are used doubtless with shades of 
difference in their meaning hut with no such diff­
erence as indicates the precise and inviolable're- 
lationship assigned to them in human sys­
tems. Both are works of God and both are 
progressive,”
We are very doubtful whether we under­
stand all of the above. As to the paradox, 
“that we cannot be made more and more righte­
ous,” we are doubtful which side of the ques­
tion the Editor would take, because we know 
not what he means by righteous. It he mean 
justified, as in the eleventh Article, “we 
are accounted righteous before God only for the 
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ and 
not for our own works, and deservings;” then 
we say “we cannot be made moie and more right­
eous." In other words, our Righteousness or 
Justification is notin this sense Progressive.— 
But if by righteous the Churchman mean, holy, 
then we say we can be made, and are commanded 
to become, more aud more righteous. In other 
words our Righteousness,as synonimous with our 
sanctification,is progressive. And here we see 
that the distinction between Justification and 
Sanctification is real, wide and important.— 
Both are called in the Scriptures, Right­
eousness: but one is “accountedto us by faith. 
It is the righteousness of Christ independently 
of our works and deservings, and admits no 
increase. Faith puts it on; but a weak faith 
as' much as a strong one, and puts it on 
the greatest sinner as well as the least.— 
But the other righteousness is not accounted to 
us,but wrought in us; it is not the righteousness 
of Christ, by faith,alike to all that believe, but 
holiness produced in the heart by the spirit of 
Christ and not alike to all that believe, but in 
dffcrent degrees in all according to the measure 
of their faith. It is in the strictest sense 
progressive-, capable of and requiring increase of 
purity and power.
Now we understand the Churchman to say 
that the distinction between these two descrip­
tions of righteousness—the one that of Justifi­
cation, the other that of Sanctification, is a 
small matter, a thing of artificial refinement, 
opposed to the simplicity of the Scriptures and 
Homilies; that in the Scriptures and Homilies 
these words Justification and Sanctifieation are 
used only with shades of difference in their 
meaning.
But let us hear Archbishop Usher on this 
subject; “There is a double righteousness: 
there is a righteousness fulfilled in us and a 
righteo. sness fulfilled by us. The righteous­
ness fulfilled in us is fulfilled by another, 
and is made ours by imputation-, then there 
is a righteousness within me an “inherent 
righteousness.” This is not very modern 
“theology.” The Church, in her eleventh ar­
ticle, uses language in explanation of one of 
these terms which cannot be in any sense appli­
ed to the other. Of Justification she says, 
“We are accounted righteous before God only 
for the merits of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ and not for o"Ur own works or deservings. 
But suppose such language were used for Sanc­
tification ! How would it sound to say, “We 
are accounted holy only for the merits &c. But 
if sanctification be progressive in a sense in 
which Justification cannot be: if the former be 
an effect wrought within the sinner, and the 
other onjy something accounted to the sinner ; 
if the one be synonimous,according to the wri­
ter in the Prot. Episcopalian, with pardon, and 
the other with holiness; if the chief of sinners, 
who has just begun to be holy may have as 
much Justification as the best of saints and yet 
by the supposition Re unspeakably inferior in 
Sanctification; if the former be an instant trans­
lation from condemnation to acceptance with 
God, and the latter a progressive transformation 
from the corruption of our nature to conformi­
ty with the holiness of God, surely the distinc­
tion is natural, broad, evident and necessary._
Why else does St. Paul employ it when he says 
(Cor. 1. 30.) “Of him are ye in Christ Je­
sus, who of God is made unto us wisdom and 
righteousness and sanctification and redemption." 
We take it for granted that righteousness here 
stands for justification, and that as there is an 
important distinction between wisdom and sanc­
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Clerical Changes—We learn that the Rev. Jacob L. 
Clark, has been elected Rector of St. John’s Church, Wa­
terbury, and that in consequence, he has resigned his
charge at Ridgefield and New Canaan__ Chronicle of the
Church.
The Rev. John W. Brown has been appointed, by the 
Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions, to act for 
the Secretary and General Agent of that Committee,during
the necessary absence of the latter from this city._ N. Y.
Churchman.
The Rev. Frederick J. Goodwin, late a Deacon of the 
Diocese of Massachusetts, has been received into this Dio­
cese on letters of dismission, arid is engaged in the duties 
of the Professorship of Latin in the University of the 
city of New York, and is also temporarily supplying 
Christ Church, Brooklyn__ Churchman.
Rev. Mr. Wiltbanfc, of the United States Navy, is or­
dered to sea in the ship Independence. The Independence 
carries out the Hon. Geo. M. Dallas, Minister Plenipo­
tentiary, and family, to the Court of Russia__ lb.
Episcopal Acts by the Bishop of New York.—East- 
er-day, March 26, in Christ Church in this city, admitted 
Samuel C. Davis, to the Holy Order of Deacon. Morn­
ing Prayer was read by the Rev. Thomas Lycll, D. D., 
Pastor of the Church. A sermon, adapted to the festival 
of Easter, was preached by the lit. Rev. Levi S. Ives, D. 
D. LL. D., Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina; af­
ter which, the Bishop of this diocese delivered an exhorta­
tion to the candidate, who was then presented by Dr. Ly- 
ell. A portion of the Ordination Services was read by 
Bishop Ives—Churchman.
A second Episcopal Church has been organized in Pittj- 
burgh, to be called St. Andrew’s Church.
The $35,000 for the Tract Society__ The Secretary
of the American Tract Society received the following let­
ter a few days since. Are there not nineteen men in the 
Christian community, who will imitate the example of the 
writer, and thus secure the supply of the destitute in foreign 
lands with the Tracts which they so much tieed.
“The time is at hand when the question must be solved, 
whether the professed followers of Christ will allow the 
American Tract Society to fail in the very moderate de­
mand it has made for foreign supply this year. I cannot 
believe it. I trust there are many who feel that as stewards 
they cannot, and as friends they will not, withhold their 
substance from a well directed and important effort to carry 
the blessings of the gospel to the perishing. But should 
there be a deficiency in the contribution proposed of $35,- 
000 for the present year, I propose to be one of twenty or 
more who will make up that deficiency in equal proportions 
or a twentieth part of what may he subscribed in that way 
provided the share of each shall not exceed $500.—N. Y- 
Observer.
Smyrna—The opposition of the Priests to the schools 
continues, and is made effectual for the present by their 
proclamations, threats of excommunication, &c. Mr. 
Temple says : “At present it is not possible to say what 
turn affairs may take, though we may feel persuaded it will 
be seen after a time, that the Committee (Greek) cannot 
sustain their own schools, and then the way will be open 
for ours. This is the general opinion among the Greeks. 
I lie feelings of the people in reference to our schools arc 
not changed.
1 he boy » school is still open, and has at present ninety 
pupils, and is increasing.
Mr. Jetter’s schools at Vourla, at Bougia and Smyrna, 
are all closed by an order from the patriarch, and some o* 
the hooks torn in pieces; among the rest, the New Testa­
ment; Hilarion’s version. “Our schools have already done 
much good should they never he revived. In breaking 
them up, the Priests have been obliged for shame to open 
others, and we are furnishing them with teachers.”
The root ot this opposition is hatred of the Light of the 
Scriptures, and fear of loosing the blind reverence and sup­
port of an ignorant and superstitious population.—Boston 
Becorder.
GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.tification, so there is between sanctification and 
righteousness.
We conclude this subject of the difference 
between Justification and Sanctification will) an 
extract from the discourses of Archbishop Ush­
er quoted above.
“The question betwixt us and Rome is not 
whether we are justified by faith or not! But 
whether we are justified at all. There are two 
graces, righteousness imputed which implies 
forgiveness of sins; and righteousness inherent 
which is that grace of sanctification begun.— 
They utterly deny that there is any righteous­
ness but righteousness inherent. They say for­
giveness of sins is nothing but sanctification,— 
A new doctrine never heard of in the Church 
of God, till these last days, till the spawn of the 
Jesuits devised it. Forgiveness of sin is ‘this, 
that God will never charge me with it again.— 
They say that forgiveness of sin is an abolish- 
ishing of sin in the subject, where is true re­
mission: as much as to say, There is no justifi­
cation distinct from sanctification: whereas the 
apostle distinguished} them when he saith “The 
Son of God is made unto us wisdom, righteous­
ness, sanctification and redemption.” In his 
Prophetic office, Usher says, Christ is made un­
to us wisdom; in his Priestly office>Justification; 
in his Kingly office, Sanctification. “The work 
of’Christ’s priestly office is to bea propitiation for 
our sins;sanctification proceeds from the sceptre 
of his Kingdom. The one is without me, theoth- 
er within me. The one receives degrees, the oth­
er not. A man that is holy may be more holy : 
but imputed righteousness does not forgive one 
man more than another. Imputation is without 
augmentation or diminution—Justification and 
Sanctification have divers contraries. The con­
trary to Justification is condemnation; but the 
contrary to sanctification is wickedness and 
false dealing &c. Thus you see the difference 
between these two.” Yes, good Archbishop, 
we do indeed—that it is much more than a shade 
of difference as our brother of the Churchman 
contends—that it is not a refinement of modern 
theology as the same asserts; but very impor­
tant to be distinctly understood and clearly 
taught and constantly maintained. So thought 
your judicious predecessor, Hooker, when he 
said “concerning the righteousness of Sanctifi­
cation, we deny it not to be inherent;' we grant 
that unless we work we have it not; only we 
distinguish it as a thing different in its nature 
from the righteousness of Justification: we are 
righteous the one way by the Faith of Abra­
ham; the other way, except we do the works 
of Abraham, we are not righteous. By the 
one we are interested in the right of inherit­
ing ; by the other we are brought to the actual 
possession of eternal bliss.”
LITERARY.
The New York Review and Quarterly Church 
Journal.—We have waited with impatience for the pub­
lication of the first number of this promising work, and 
now greet its appearance with a cordial welcome, and in the 
full conviction that its living form will disappoint no rea­
sonable expectations which were formed of it in its embryo 
state. The mechanical execution is highly respectable, and 
saving a few errors, quas incuria fudit humana, has nothing 
to offend, but much to gratify the most fastidious taste. Of 
its twelve articles, more than half are of a high intellectual 
character, while all breathe that noble and generous spirit 
which is so much needed to purify the literature, religion 
and politics of our country.
I lie subjects of the several articles are, character of Mr. 
Jefferson, Utilitarianism, Cox’s Life of Fletcher of Made- 
ley, Crahbe, Affiliation of Languages, Chaliner’s Natural 
Theology, Study of Works of Genius, Pastoral Visiting, 
Mrs. Hcmans, Discoveries of Light and Vision, Combe’s 
Moral Philosophy, Religious Opinions of Washington, 
Analytical and Critical Notices.
The first article is a review of Professor Tuckers Life 
of Thomas Jefferson, and though much to our individual 
taste, is not within the proper sphere of our journal: and 
we must therefore dismiss it, with the hope that thev 
who may differ from the reviewer in their estimate of 
President Jefferson’s character will unite with him in 
vindicating Christianity from reproach, and exhibiting it 
as the source of moral grandeur in private and national 
character.
'I’he second article is a review of the speculations of 
Jeremy Bentham, and the moral Philosophy of Dr. Pa- 
ley, two names which it is well to associate as long as the 
ethical system of the latter retains the least favor in the 
public mind. The review is a masterly development of 
elementary principles in morals, and an eloquent exposure 
of the baneful influence which the utilitarian theory, un­
der its various modifications from the times of Epicurus 
to Jeremy Bentham, has exerted on society, undermining 
the strength of natiens, withering the manly and generous 
sympathies of private life, and stifling the elements of mo­
ral dignity.
The article on the affiliation of languages contains a 
fund of profound philological erudition successfully applied 
to the elucidation of several important questions in natural 
history and theology. We shall have occasion again to re­
fer to this article in transferring (as we purpose to do) a 
portion of its contents to our columns. Meantime we 
may express the high gratification which we have felt , in 
beholding a scholar whose learning reflects honor on his 
country arraying his forces against the superficial philoso­
phy of the age, and bringing the treasures ot ancient lore 
to the support of Christianity and the illustration of its 
truths. Long may he live to guide his countrymen in the 
road which he so ably opens to their view. And if we 
may be allowed to offer a suggestion on a subject which has 
at times occupied our thoughts, though without any con­
ception of the systematic and scientific form in which we 
now behold it, it is that the author would go forward and 
apply the principles of his science to the philosophy o 
mind, and to the history and progress of opinions, particu­
larly in connexion with theology. Language is the record 
of thought: and, in the hands of one wiio, like the re­
viewer adds the spirit of philosophic inquiry to the attain­
ments of the linguist, may be applied to the solution 
of many important questions in psychology and divini­
ty.
The article on the study of the works of Genius_ fa­
vorable to Christianity evinces, if we mistake not, an ori­
ginal and powerful mind as yet imperfectly conscious of its 
strength. It utters profound truth in a style of . freedom 
and energy. We hail the writer as an efficient auxiliary 
in the aim which now hinds the worthiest of our land in 
steadfast and united purpose, to arrest the demand for su­
perficial acquisitions, to restore the mind of the country to 
habits of patient discipline in the school of genius by re­
viving the study ot her ancient works, and to offer a coun­
terpoise for the almost exclusive rage for scientific pursuits 
and the influence of a material philosophy, by raising the 
mind to the culture of its nobler faculties and the contem­
plation of its higher destinies.
Some of the other articles might be noticed with great 
propriety and justice, especially those on the poetry of 
Crahbe, and the character and works of Mrs. Hemans, the 
style of which is particularly chaste and attractive, and in­
dicates a mind formed in the best school of literature, ca­
pable of a lively appreciation of its beauties and actuated 
by the steadfast purpose of pursuing its favorite studies in 
alliance with Christianity and under the benignant influ - 
ence of her spirit. Macte virtute! would we say to the 
reviewer, the editor, and all his contributors. The work 
has been well projected, and the first number proves that 
there is no lack of moral and intellectual wealth to enrich 
its pages and sustain its claim to the highest rank in the 
periodical literature of our country. It only remains for 
the public to extend to it a fostering hand,_ and encourage 
it by prompt and numerous subscriptions.— Churchman.
From She New Orleans Bulletin, April IL
From Mexico.—By the arrival of the brig Cazenove yes-, 
terday, from Vera, Cruz, we have dates from that port to 
the 30th March, and from the city of Mexico to the 26th. 
Ail extract from a letter dated Vera Cruz, 29th March, 
states that “The excitement in the city of Mexico against 
the foreign merchants continues, and they were compelled 
to advance the government $2000 per day to pay the troops 
as the only means ot preventing them from arinin<» the 
rabble and commencing a general sack of the city.
The revenues of the customs have been mortgaged to 
the merchants. The new tariff which goes into operation 
in September, has been published and contains many reg­
ulations to prevent smuggling.
Gen. Bustamente will probably be elected President._
Santa Anna is not a candidate, but is quiet on his planta­
tion, near Vera Cruz.
Business of all kinds is very dull, and an entire want of 
confidence prevails throughout the Republic.”
We are indebted to a gentleman of this city, for the fol­
lowing interesting news from Mexico:
Mexico, 21st March, 1837—“The Commerce of the 
city were called together by the government on the even­
ing of the 16th instant, and the President told them, that 
unless they could furnish money to pay the troops in the 
Capitol, which would require $90,000 per month, that the 
government could not be accountable for the consequen­
ces. -
Mexico, 25th March—.All is quiet still in the capita], 
this holy week, and the padres have great times. To-day 
at 10 the poor Jews were suspended in effigy by ropes from 
the houses in all the streets, and were burnt with great re­
joicing.
It was expected the Lepfos would avail themselves of 
the occasion for a commotion, but the government had pa- 
trolcs through the city, and suppressed the least symptoms 
of disorder. 1 must confess that I am surprised at the 
tranquility of the city, with at least, 100,000 Lcpros— the 
most licentious, vicious, murderous set of thieves, probably 
in the world. Kept in awe by 2or 3000 troops, and they 
principally robbers, they are all ripe for revolution, and if 
an opportunity justifies, they will join the army of Le- 
pros, and pillage the whole capital. You Americans know 
not, my dear sir, how to appreciate the institutions of your 
happy country—here religious and moral obligations are un­
known, among no class.
The priests are making great efforts to defeat the Gen. 
Bustamcnta, and elect Ataman, a fanatical Jesuit. Should 
they succeed you may expect to hear of a bloody revolu­
tion for the military will proclaim for Gen. B. and the lib­
eral party will support him; and it will be the onset against 
the licentious priesthood, who now rule this fine country 
with an iron rod,and you may depend they will for the pro­
perty which has been accumulated by fraud and roguery 
tor centuries. I heard this afternoon,that Gen. Filisola was 
preparing to leave this for Matamoras—they speak about 
an expedition to Upper Catifornia, hut they have no mo­
ney nor credit—and the French and the United States are 
daily expected to draw on us for a settlement of old and 
large accounts.
The brig Cazenove, from Vera Cruz 25th March, arriv­
ed yesterday, bringing intelligence that the expedition 
against Texas is abandoned. The general opinion is, that 
Mexico will never attempt to reconquer the republic. San­
ta Anna is daily growing in favor with the lower classes 
of the people, and there is no doubt that he will yet reach 
the presidential chair. Money is scarce, and the govern­
ment cannot procure funds to pay what few soldiers have 
been left.
German Paper—The Catholic Telegraph contains a 
prospectus fora “German Catholic” paper, to be called the 
“Friend of Truth,” intended chiefly for circulation among 
the Germans in the West.
Gen. Evans, at the head of the foreign Legion in Spain 





keen perception, and, an exquisite relish for 
the beauties of nature. His parents would
From the Lpiuopd lteoordcr. 
THE CONFIRMATION.
Il is a solemn hourThe bright lamps ahed 
Their sih'ry lustns down on manhood's heaJ,
On south'* fair brow, untouched by grief or care,
On woman* gentle form—all bo.ed in prayer.
The «ered si.aiu i» bushed— within these walla. 
Vubroken by the throng, deep silence falls,
Some gate through tears upon that thrilling sight,
Or bow them down, oppressed with leeling1* might,
Or firmly stand, and struggle to control
The unwonted thoughts that waken iu the aoul.
Gare on! ’tia beautiful I Deep, fervent prayer 
Breathe forth for those thus lowly kneeling there, 
fur they have turned frem earth, with solemn tow,
To make the Lord their God their potliou now.
O I many foes will seek to lead astray;
Tbervfure, for these, lift up ihy-heart and pray !
A rugged path it may be theirs to tread,
A hitter cup to drink of anguish dread;
A few short years may cloud each youthful brow,
So brightly lair, so clad in beauty now.
May sink iu silent gr ief, or secret woe,
Those hearts that trow, with joyous Itopet o’crflow ;
Sad disjppoiuiuiet'l, with its withering blight,
May qurtieli, in fearful gloom, lire Spirit’s light.
O ! t her vibro pray, that to each soul lx given 
Strength to • ndure, till rest is gained iu heaven,
Hope, that uiay live when earthly pleavurea fade, 
l’eaee, that may tl.-M when foes the breast invade.
Suul.moving tight! Eartli'a IxtaUrd vrenca of hlita 
Can no'er produce »uch pure, deep joy a* tliia.
Nor we, alone, on gladtume feeling rive;
Ye, too, rejoice, O dweller* of the akin!
If from our tight the mitt that dime it See,
Angelic form*, bright apirita aliould we tee, 
lleavvi/a blevwd bond iu rapture, hov'ring o'er, 
Then, on awift wing, with tiding* glad to aoar.
O! aliould the aeal that hind* our lut'uing ear,
Melt now away, what iuu*ic should we hear !
What koundt of joy from every gulden lyre,
Soft breathing forth the Spiiii'a kiud'ling tire,
New tonga of prui*e Io Christ, the louutt, are given, 
And lofty *lr.iiiis sound through tire couita of lieauu.
' I'i* done! 'li* o'er! Each slowly now dipaita­
ll when klull lliet'l again ill eve kindred heart* /
It may not he^till *,othly toil* are o'er,
And they are landed vale, on blighter abort.
Then may not one he wanting, blv»»cd bund,
When, joyful, ye have reached that “belter laud." 
Lean on your Saviour's arm, your ahield, your guide, 
Fear nut, your apiiita to hl* eare conlidc, 
lie ahall prut cot you through the yeara to come,
To find, nt lavt. one re*t, one heaven, «ne Imine.
SUNDAY SC II OOLvS.
THE SUNDAY SCHOLAR'S PH AYER.
Tu prayer ! to prayer! when tint heart i« light,
And hope and promise are young and bright j 
in the freahniMof youth, oh! gather there,
And join in the Sunday Scholar'* prater.
From the guvhiug heart of the simple eld'd,
With the *nul m> free, ami the eye »o mild,
Upturned to heaven,— so young and fair,
Oh ! join in the Sunday fleholll'e prayer.
The simple word, And the burning thought,
Tliv inspiration from angel* caught,
From the guilelcrt aoul, unknown to care,
How tweet I* the Sunday Scholar’* prayer.
' Fit the llrvt gift of love,—the incense of youth J 
’ fl» oflered in faith, and 'tia hallowed by truth • 
Angel* are waiting, the accent* to Iwar 
To lietvm the Sunday Scholar's prayer.
[S. 5. Tirurfirr.
We think we cannot bo mistaken in ascribing the fol 
lowing communication, from the S. S. Journal, to a recent 
graduate of Kenyon,mid in nuppovin^the coin ol he describes 
to lie one In our own immediate neighborhood.— Ei>. 
Da*.
Ill the spring of 1836 I opened n Sunday 
school in ft retired part of one of the middle 
counties of Ohio. There had formerly been 
a flourishing school in the neighborhood, but 
the removal of those who had theowing to
which supplied the school with religious read
ing, and by this means the interest was consi — - - - v* - »> 1
derably strengthened. Visiting frequently in not doubt that Charles was a -Genius, anil 
the families of the children, 1 found another that his fertile mind would bear a rich harvest
exceedingly useful means of preserving the at- of intellectual treasures, it only early cultha-
tachinent of both parents and children to the Ition was not neglected. W hat was it to tl era 
school. I need not say that I found a punc- ’ that their frugal fare must be yet more horne­
ts- ly, their well worn garments made to serve 
e- 1 another season, and the few’—the very few su-
tual attendance at the appointed hour India
pensably necessary. I heard from the pre- , a
sent superintendent of the school some time (perfluities, in which they had indulged then 
5c nrma- minino diaries, in a more cou-since, who informs me, that the school is pros- J comi g age denied. ( liarles, i  a re con 
pering;that since my absence the neighborhood genial climate, would be sheltered from the
had been supplied once a month with the ser- fierce storms of their hard winters, would have
vices of a clergyman,, and that it was con­
templated soon to form a pariah. What 
good that humble Sunday-school may accom­
plish in training the minds of its youthful 
.-barge, and in bringing a preached gt»|»el in­
to that neighborhood, can be known only iu 
that day winch shall disclose the remotest con­
sequences of a deed of love. 
Alexandria, J). C.
P A It E N T A L
K.
the best opportunities of mental cultivation. 
—would be learned,—be wisq,—-become per­
haps,—but why sltould I dwell on the fond 
hopes,and bright anticipations of a parent?— 
Who does, not know that they liave no limits 
but a parent’s love ? Charles Austin spent 
eight years in New Jersey. All the promise 
of his early years was more than fulfilled.— 
He was for years a scholar of no ordinary re­
pute; his talents were appreciated, bis learn­
ing honored, and litTrary prizes and college 
honors were showered upon him. 'Hie last 
year of college life had arrived; and Ins tricuds 
confidently anticipated that the highest hon­
ors of his college would Ik* the sure reward of
A SCOTCH MOTHER.
A clergyman of America, at a public reli­
gious meeting, related the following anecdote 
illustrative of the power of practical muternal his industry amt talent. What then was their
faith: regret (o hear that his health, always delicate
lie was at the time the seamen’s chaplain, was now utterly failing. Pitjstcians were 
at a southern port. In the course of duty, he consulted, their prescriptions compared, and
was called to the sick bed of a sailor; apparent- J for once, the faculty were agreed, “Mr. Aus- 
9 effects ofly at the gates of death, from the tin must leave college and his books aud seek
his licentiousness. He addressed him affeo by change of uir and of habits, to regain his
tionately upon the state of his soul. With an 
oath, the sick man bid him lx-gone, aud, not
health.”
This was the unanimous opinion of the fa-
haruss his dving bed. The chaplain, however cultv. To Charles, this was like a sentence 
told him plainly that he would speak, and he of death. He objected—be remonstrated;—
must hear, for his soul was in danger ofeter- was there no other way?—no chance of his
mil dentil. 1 lie man however, remained sul- continuing his studies six months longer?—
leu and silent, and even pretended to sleep 
during his faithful address and prayer. Again
The general answer was “no.” But unhappi­
ly a physician was found, who thought that
and again the visit was repeated with similar by very strict regimen, he might Ik* enabled 
ill success. . One day, however, the sick man to finish his college course. Charles caught
mode use of an expression, by which the chap-' m the idea; he was all gratitude—a 
lain suspected that he was a Scotchman. 1 o . dience. The directions of Ids phyaiei 
ascertain the fact, the chaphdn reiR-atetl a not ditheulu “A bttl« brandy mid wi
verse of that version of the Psalms, still in use 
among the churches of Scotland.
M8ueh pity uv a father hath 
Unto hi* children dear;
Like pity show* the Lord to such 
At worship Idin In Icar. "
The chorda of his heart vibrated to thg 
well known language. Tears came into his
til obe-
m lon were 
l uter be­
fore dinner,”—“A little opium when he did 
not deep,” and this wna all. The advice wan 
followed, aud in a week Austin was pursuing 
his studies with renewed ardor. He gradu­
ated with honor mid without a rival iu lib 
class. Ho now visited his home—his pa­
rents received him with ujoy which only pa-
we not, Bruce?’ “Yes indeed,” replied Bruce. 
“But when are we to have dinner? and pray, 
Custis, have you taken the wine out of the 
ettrriage? I should like to take a glass of 
sherry and bitters before dinner.” Thus these 
thoughtless young men waited the time.— 
After dinner they walked out to lake a stroll 
around the village. The most prominent ob­
ject in a New England village (and long may 
it be so!) is the meeting house. Thither the 
steps of our wanderers were directed. 'Die 
graveyard was behind it. They went in. A
phy, “to present religion as incompatible —V t,. 
ment, ar.d to describe those who art under iu 
gloomy fanatics, dragging out a miserable “
dupe* of prejudice, aud the slaves of mefaaaLolvT 
perpetual seine of I he Divine p-vwoee, a wtll fuundag 
tidtnee of pai doned sin, free accew to the throne of —tr, 
abundant evunmutiieation* of tpiiitual good, aud lively ^,* 
neipations of a felicity beyond the grave, «mth . 
with the everlasting age* of eternity; if rfaear p/xtoj® 
wretchednesv, then, and in no oilier ease, is rtligioa a 
of miarry.**
nraAMMwaar scruxu-Mrar ur mjsb tv twaer*.
It is in the habits of those insect* whirl, lire ia societies 
that we perceive tba wo^t remarkable dc-fuoMtratioos «4 
wen intelligent intellect; for what other term can we ju«.
new gravestone, over a yet fresh grave, at- >y m-p1* u>~that faculty i, ,ihu» them,, wkicfc LU. or ___
traded their attention. One of the party ap- ble*lbew **■**»“» j^ iical commonitie^ with r*uUi*b<4
pAutched and read the inscription: 
Benjamin Austin*died Marclti),
aged 63. Close beside was another. It ran
go«ei nuu-nik, VMiervigbtu*, autial r«ukv. anti *i picuriaaa4 
, o i aLj intAlttw. ^ re-ulatiom, <tr r*arud U.
18-----, Lil* wf lewiubkag Un** , nturtcxl by huit.B laaa
aud pulRia*? What Mxuud p^u, ltt u
lu* b^u fuuud to !« Ottly a pin u ib< uuth m ,o tbrtr a*.
60.
■ ' •••• tKVU I1
Debobah Austin died May 9, 18—, agtxl vociatiou*. The diatiuutia* aot* ar« uij, woe* eatraeadi.
»d anj Uobiu. It iscary. Tb« “ a»; a display kladicdv 
( not to rratl of the wars of (he am* or uf tba l-
„ .. - lobnd them awembleiu aiuiiet, make rvtulutiu*.*, a *L...
ther, were not exactly side by side; between pitched Usui**, and to deny them a *in>iuni, o<
These two graves, tliough quite near toge- 
tr kit
them was a little mound, already covered with . w*‘/‘tb<** ‘*a*r*«»*. *bo bare vo'-dier*.
sorrow to thethe father were brought with 
gntve. 'l*hey lay side by side, and between 
the suicide slept in the drunkard» yravt.
M 1 S C E L E ANY.
Miry alKXitd keep a**ruibbgr» of them a* thdr a, pirate aid 
private propcit* |: »u(b a*(tun, and habtt* are too iika our 
own, not to eoavtdrred lbo»e of the rvj*oui»4 mind, 
not aery diwittiikr to that which we puave**. All apreha 
ol the anla. petty a* they are io *iik- «<ul appears or.•. per. 
form action*, povae** an j pr.-orrve iovtttuiiou,, and display 
larultic* aud rapacities which «eeut oa the whole not to bo 
inferior to those of any of tlx animat orders: indeed su­
perior perhapr to what |a kuo-n of any. Doe kind of 
time are peculiarly useful to mankind in eonsuuiing ani. 
tnaland dea l inatter, which in warmer climate* would b»- 
S'ian* Tvi»tr'l llitton
\qftkt WvtU.
From the Bo*un CentinrL 
WILD ANIMAI4.
The following extract from a letter recent- 1 <’?,n7 • j*k<>>«‘<iei putridity.^ 
ly received by a gentleman in this city, from 
the Cape of Good Ho|k*, has been handed to 
us for insertion, and cheerfully we give it a 
place iu our columns.
“'The dull monotony of the settlement has 
recently been enlivened by the sudden, und 
almost unhoped for, arrival of Mr. Clayton;
• Doth.- warsot the bera and wasp*, kc Insert Miwrt- 
lany, p. 322—531.
f •• Diey will wrruetimea (ratal one hundred and fifty pa. 
era to attack a Negro colony.” lb. MX Tlic alarc* arc well 
u*tdi being «> entirely dependent at (hew master* ara 
upon their tlare* for errry neoeaaary Combxl and enjoy. 
meat of life, can tcareeljr be *uppu*ed to treat llxui with 
rigour or unkindiMwuI A *1 ' r. »'r' > i.viii. l.. So lar li.. n ibi* it is en k.,t. ftomwIlO, alter till ttbsellie of tuo\cars iu the ill” . preceding account, that they rallivr look up to thou,
I |tl-iii,,I j.iiii improvetl Ins advantage. WBnttknow. All uwirMorincw, all their self* 
knowing the universality of religious inslruc- ‘h-mals were forgotten in tlic period liappi- 'e
lion among the Scotch, ho ventured an nllu-. peKsoi that short month. 1 hey saw nothing 
in ('liarles that could raise a doubt of hi< fu- 
Truc lie was pale; hut men of
sion to his mother. The poor prodigal hurst, 
into tears. He admitted himself to he the lure success.
hild of a praying mother, who bail often “Gcni"s” "'en' nbynyspale; true his hands
commended him to God. He had left her « as unsteady, hut it was only the trembling 
long before, to become a wanderer on the face 1 ^lc "rmight nerves ol a poet; anti for 
of the great deep. No longer he repelled the lhc “" ine and brandy” he (lrniik, “were they
kind attentions of the chaplain; and after his n”t pi'eicrihed by the physician? Alas? alas!
recovery, his instructor had the satisfaction of 
seeing him give evidence that he was an hum­
ble, penitent child of God.—Sunday School 
li.sitrr.
Mas. Johnson.
The mother of Dr. Samuel Johnson was a 
woman of great good sense aud piety; aud she 
was the means of early impressing religious 
principles on the mind of her sou. He used 
to say, that he distinctly remembered having 
laid the first notice ol heaven, “a place to 
which good people go,” and hell) “a place to 
which bad people go,’’communicated tohimby 
her, when a little child iu bed with her: and 
that it might he the better fixed in his memo­
ry, she sent him to repeat it to her man-ser- 
vifnt. The servant being out of the way this 
was not done; hut there was no occasion for 
any artificial aid for its preservation. When 
the doctor related thiseircumstanec,he added, 
“that children should Ik* always Encouraged 
to tell what they hear, that is particularly 
striking, to some brother, sister, or servant,charge of it, and other causes, it had been cn 
tirely broken up; the scholars and parents had immediately, before the impression is erased 
lost all interest in its welfare, and had con- by the intervention of new occurrences.”—lb.
traded rather a prejudice than otherwise 
against its re-establishment. My first effortt 
were ven; discouraging. Where once from 
sixty to a hurulred hail nssemhleil on each suc­
ceeding Sabbath to learn the way of life, scarce 
twenty could lie gathered from a neighlKir-
T E M P E RANCE.
From lit? Iliinoi* Temperance Herald. 
THE DRUNKARD’S GRAVE.
The Drunkard’s Grave hail yet another 
hood, which could supply at least a hundred victim.—'Die widow’s sole earthly remaining
regular attendants. Determined to make a 
last, and if posdhlo, successful effort, in corn-
hope hail been laid there; anil now Genius 
came; his bright eye was dimmed and his lof-
pany with a fellow teacher I commenced a ty brow bent to the dust.—All the gay visions 
visit throughout the whole neighborhood, cn- that had enchanted his youth—all the high
tenng into every cabin anil farm-house that i anil holy aspirations that had animated his
fell in my way, removing the objections of op- manhood,—all were gone. “The golden
posers, impressing on the parents the solemn howl was broken at the fountain” of Poetry, 
nature of the duties they owed to their chil- “and the wheel” stopped at “the cistern” of
dren, and endeavouring to create an interest thought, and Genius, heaven born Genius 
in anil a love to the rising school iu the minds was laid in the Drunkards Grave.
of the young. I he effort was successful.— , Charles Austin was born in one of the se-
Our numbers rapidly increased, and with in- eluded villages of the Green Mountains; the 
crease of numbers grew the interest the scho- youngest and best beloved son of a small far-
lars exhibited in the success of our plans.— mer. 1 hr.vc said the best beloved of his pa-
T’he interest extended to parents. 1 hey con- rents; not that their affections were guided by 
tributed to the formation of a library, |>erson- fancy, or whim, or idle partiality, hut that, , , , . .!P
ally attended at the schools, and (a fact that those affections flowed in the channel that na- 
often melted mv heart into gratitude to God) tore herself had pointed out; the channel in
often sat on the same seat with their children, which every parent must feel that his own af-
imbihing with them the lessons of Christian lections, deepest flow, for the poet has said,
f-- *-------l—2*«----------------- -------- ------ L »instruction. How to keep up the interest was with ns much truth as elegance; 
my next concern. This 1 succeeded in doing them moat, when m«t
by keeping up in my own heart and manifest­
ing to them a Constant, atiil deep concern for
t 11 Zk Tl* -» ! --a I. _ 1 Z» a * a T
The »*«chfulne** of lose. 
Charles was from his birth of a
they want
weak anil
the welfare of the souls of those whom God delicate frame, and many times before he 
had committed to mv charge. If Sunday-J reached boy-hood his life was in utmost peril
school teachers <1 id really feel, and act as if! from disease.—To condemn such a frame to
they felt, an absorbing desire to bring the i labor in their inhospitable climate was, in the
souls under their instruction to the fold of the view of his fond parents, to condemn him to 
great.Shepherd, their instructions would reach i death. They thought not of it, but rather
the hearts of their scholars with a power 
which could not lx? resisted. A faithful, earn­
est teacher will have an attentive class. A 
respectable library of the books of the Amer­
ican Sunday School Union wa® procured,
hose, though they could ill afford the expense 
to send Charles to an academy in New’ Jersey 
anil sulisequently to 1’--------- College. He
had early displayed a quick apprehension,a re­
tentive memory, an ardent imagination, and a
terior.most uncxpcciedlyburst upou us—and, 
contrary to the tudvt i .il <>|>iii:,ni, hi* deter- 
mined exertions have been crowned with the 
most brilliant nueeew.
Mr. C. was originally employed in 1833, 
by two gentlemen of Iloston—Messrs. Ma- 
combcr (ut present of the Elm si reel Hotel) 
anil Handy—who, with, a spirit of enterprise 
worthy the support of an enlightened public 
and coininandiug the gratitude of every Stu­
dent of Natural History, undertook the novel 
sxperiment of journeying to this remote quar-
and ar*r In aouie degree under their control.
| Kirby, p. VI. It i* on tlti* proee*, that Llnnoua who
ha* also nuud it, a*y*,** Fite am a*cvud* (lip tree, that U 
m*y milk it* cow* ti,« aphid,*, not kill them." by*t. Kat. 
i XVr, 3. In*t. Linn.
I | Ant* make a property of thea# rows, for which they
■ O Hitcod with great wmeatMa*. Kirby, p. 89. “ ll.e 
greatmt cow keeper of ait the ant* i* a,o yellow am of
I gold. F. Hara. Fid. vpewiea, which L nut r..iui of roaming
■ from home, tnually c.ill««ct» In It* n*»t a large herd of a kind 
j of aphi*. llirt derivtx it* nuirinn-nt from j;ra*» and other 
i plants, 'ilicw? it tran.port* ftom the neighboring r««>ia,
and Him. Without going out. it ha* alwaya a copiou* *upply
I of final, tlie*e creature* ahare ll* rarr, nitially with i(* >,»n 
oll»piing.__Kirby, 31’.
f The termite*, or white am*, arv peculiarly «rti*e and
ter, for the purpose of ensnaring the ferecioua •‘■’•iwaWe In till* rvwpeot. Nor I* titrre an* *.» .f Inwct*--- I’.I I . 1* I, 1, 1. 1, .. I, . t.if the desert. Domestic cn cumatnn
ccs rendered it absolutely necessary theorigi- Mr. Sawthmanbaadeatrttml Um 
nal adventurers should return toAuierica they I I Tran«*rtion. from
i*i a • • « *1 m Afrira. I li«*y build iconv roiUKI mo, niter ninny severe privations endured i,ight«nd <>r grot 
in the pursuit oftheir hazardous calling. Mr
Clayton was left by thuin toconduct the Hunt-., . ----- --
ing I'AjKditions; certainly lie deserves mud. *"^*X‘h*
' and build citiei, which are e*<rei»rly p^niloua.—•
b,'lli.o«u« a.eok* in ilx 
hl* ubaareattou of them 
he il a cone numlcd at tlx lop, four feel 
estent. The w«||» are of clay, and to 
strung aa to bear Ux weight of the hva*ie*t animal*.-. 
'IImm contain eaat departmvnta. That In tlx centre, ia
that it should be so. Charles left his home 
at the end of a few weeks to begin the study 
of law in New York: but to this lie did not 
exclusively devote himself. His company was 
eagerly sought after,—his acquaintance court­
ed,—above all, the Editor ol a pevular inng- 
aziuc heard that Mr. Austin was a poet; lie 
begged “one little effusion, any trifle,” for his 
columns, ('liarles was not insensible to the 
pleasure of seeing himself in print; he wrote 
—was admired; wrote again,—was more and 
more praised. At length he published a vol­
ume; the newspapers were in ec«lacy,and for 
a while nothing was talked of but the new 
poet—the American Poet.
But what, mean time, were Charles Aus­
tin’s privntehabits? Hail you asked this ques­
tion of any of his companions, the reply hail 
been “Perfectly go.xl!” “He took his wine, 
and brandy and water, ns every body did, and 
if he did now and then become ‘a little gay,’ 
it was ns much the intoxication of lycni>i.t' as 
of wine.” Such was the language of friend­
ship. What said truth. I ler stern reply was, 
“( liarles Austin is already a drunkard and an 
opium eater, and he will soon become a sot.” 
Yes! the wine that had at first been only used 
ns a stomachic, soon become a cordial, a gen­
tle stimulant, by help of which the poet, could 
always exercise his faculties, could always act 
talk anil think poetically. The opium, too, 
at first only a medicine, to lx? taken at infre­
quent intervals,to quiet the over excited nerves 
had become a necessary of existence, without 
which, and without his glass of brandy anil 
water, ( liarles Austin could not even leave 
his room in the morning. The downward 
path thus fairly entered, (and why should we 
pause to recount each particular step by 
which lie reached the bottom?)—Suffice it to 
say, he did reach it, and soon.
One pleasant afternoon, in August, 18—, 
a party of young men, in a private carriage, 
stoppped at the little tavern in Aston. They 
were on tour of pleasure through the Green 
Mountains, anil as the situation of the little 
village struck their fancy, they resolved to 
make it their head quarters for a few days, 
from which a number of excursions to objects 
of interest in the neighborhood, were to Ik 
made. The landlord was all attention to his 
guests “Pray what do you call this village, 
landlord?’ asked one- “Aston, Rutland 
county,” answered the host, with Yankee pre­
cision. “Aston? Aston! Aston!” echoed the 
querist; then turning to another of the 
party, he asked, “Was it not Aston,Vermont 
that poor Austin came from?’ “Yes, I be­
lieve so.” “Poor Austin! be was a genius but 
his genius ran wild at last What became of 
him Harry? Do you know?’ “Not I. The 
last time I saw him, poor fellow, lie was as 
drunk as a beast at the eagle tavern. I be­
lieve they had just picked him out of the gut­
ter?” “Like enough!” said another of the 
party, “poor Austin never could take his 
wine well: many and many’s the time, Bruce 
and I hare drunk him under the table—have
credit for the unceasing exertion* and untiring 
imlnstiy displayed in the dangerous experi­
ment, the perils of which can only be known 
by trial.
’To elucidate the hitherto uncertain und 
unknown effects of reducing these foes of the 
human race, at once, from a state of pristine 
and savage vigor to absolute subjection was 
bis object,—anil nobly has lie accomplished 
it. Others have succeeded in taming these 
monsters, it is true,—but how? 'The ques­
tion is easily answered—they have raptured 
them when young, and reared them in a man­
ner calculated to subvert their original nature 
—be has done more. Exposed to the hostili­
ty of the starved and savage trilx?s of negroes 
with which the uncultivated interior alxninds, 
and experiencing privations, in detail almost 
incredible—lie has nevertheless, pursued the 
even tenor of his way, and on his arrival here 
presents to our residents a spectacle, com­
manding nt once the wonder, and I may al-
|.»Ou* of laliwiirvr* mid Mitillpr*. Whan tlj.ir chip* art 
twoken oppn, th« Mildxr* marcli oul wllli hnpp|u«<ii/ uul 
Ml iik v»vry lln'iifi tlrtit rump* in ihpir *raf.{ Whrrrttr 
tlipjr atrlkr, ilipy draw bliwd. and ftrijiu nil/ ' lx*t nff tlx 
Ixro Irgc-d Npgror*. A* toon a* an mLilaiit 1* •W»- 
dtawn, tliw lalxmrpr, i»«up forth in |imdiaiwu« numhpr* to 
bur* thpin — Phil. Tran*. *ol> laii, p. 13U.
„ i . ............................... a
SaMVKL 11. Smith, 1
** ( 
Helt* at L»*r of i 
in Coi.a, dre'd. j
Notice.
Knox Common View. • 
In Chanrrrr,
Bill filoil Del. XKli, A. D. 18*1.
Tltt 
Dari <
"2 HIE lliil Mated that ilx OoMplainartl, X It. Smith, 
I totaled lot No, 2 in tbp l»t qnartpr uf the Nib Town, 
aliip in the I I'li Itm^p In tlx Unit. .1 Statu* Military Uoct 
in Mtiil county of Knox, on a'warrant in tlx nantp of t>*-
»id Colp, which Complainant had f«o a valuable ron*i'teta. 
lion purehftxd from *a«d Colp, and which *ai<t Cotv a**ign. 
n( i<> Complainant, Intt owing to an informality in Mid aa- 
signmpnt the Patent for *ai«j lot ca;nv nttl in tlx name of 
*»»d Colp. Tba prayer i* for a coin*ymice ot *«id lot and 
for general relief.
Notice i* hereby given to *nid Defendant* by order of 
I the Court, that they appear at lit* next term of Ibh Cottrl 
and plead answer or demur to Mid Rill, or the *ame will lx
taken ns confessed.
most add, the ndnlation of our fellow men.— Attest, April 12th. 1837.
His entry into town was attended by thou­
sands; with acclamation they hailed the ap­
pearance amongst others, of the majestic, tlic 
lx?autiful Giraffe, 18 feet in height; 5 others
April 19—Gt
M. A. 8.U RE, .W /orCiXv/fc
kux'r. Ei.liott, Clerk.
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follow in train, the largest of which measures and p.smphht* will lx done at thb uffirp with IMtam and
15, the smallest 10 feet. Two specimens ot 
the double horned White Rhinoceros, certain­
ly the first ever seen Jiere? and that judgment 
may be made of the whole animal creation, 
we have liefore us three of the Antelope »pe- 
eiex, only to be found in the remote section of 
this vast Continent; the Cocdoe, the Kemps 
Buck and the Hartv Buck. The plumage of 
the Black Ostrich is beautifully developed in 
the sample we have before u«
While gazing on this subljjne spectacle and 
the vast multitude asscnibliMSto witness the 
exhibition, I could not refrain from giving ut«
despatch.
Advprtdemerits not ii»con»i»tpnt with ibr charopter and 
design of the OhaptTfr, will lx inserted on the u«u»l term*.
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pride, awakened by 
all their ItJyantages
terance to a sentiment of 
the reflection, that with 
on this coast; no European nation ever yet 
accomplished or attempted an enterprise that 
could vie with this. ’I'lw natives liorn and in­
digenous to the soil, shrink with terror from 
these lords of the Wilderness and Desert in 
the wild states yet reduced to subjection, they 
flock in thousands to gaze with wonder and ooRsdSHw^ARiK
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admiration on the abject state, to which, not {£ Vpeft*™ 
only the savage prowlers of the forest, but Rowlaxdclap,—. 
even themselves appear to be reduced by the John' haxpobia— 
undying energies ol mv countrymen. ’ I kJ;•jVs^mni’Z
Hitherto I have wondered, liow the vast ^' erastiVb'rk;— w 
expense incurred could by possibility Ik? li- ® 'ssfTTt— E™*"'”*'*
L
_ . - - . --------- - ..SMALLWOOD,.
quidateel. l his morning a private ’conversa- johx<TZ'^
tion with Mr. Clayton, threw anew light upon wiixiam a kruo." —
the subject. He informs me ft vast and gen- aw.J, r.’teurA'jas,.’
- c..-------- 1 *L_ t’ H. * ; n • E. ROY1H '’.
Rev. WM.
eral Institute has lx?en formed in the United ! Re*, seth Davis,----
. ZanesviBc*tYaaa*MawtwM.





States, by which the expenses on this conti- rA?a\aox cLAhx,
nent ore met: and that the greatest assemblage 
of the brute creation, will ‘hortlv be ship{ved 
for Boston, where, I am certain*, the liberali­
ty of our citizens, and citizens generally of the 
Union will amply compensate for the almost 
unbounded outlay of the original furnishers 
of the outfit.
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